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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

GPS Precipitable Water Measurements Used in the Analysis of California and 

Nevada Climate 

by 

 

James Douglas Means 

Doctor of Philosophy in Earth Sciences 

University of California, 2011 

Daniel Cayan, Chair 

Precipitable water  (integrated water vapor) can be obtained from zenith travel-

time delays of Global Positioning System (GPS) signals, if the atmospheric pressure 

and temperature at the site are known.  There have been large numbers of GPS 

receivers deployed for geophysics research programs, but unfortunately most of these 

receivers do not have co-located barometers and thermometers.  In this paper archived 

zenith delays are combined with estimates of GPS site station pressure and 

temperature from the North American Regional Reanalysis, in order to generate a 

seven year record of precipitable water at more than 500 sites.  The precipitable water 

values calculated using this method have been found to be in good agreement with 

GPS precipitable water values from stations with barometers, as well as with 

radiosonde measurements of precipitable water.  Precipitable water has a wide 

variation across the region, from just a few millimeters in the driest conditions to over 

50 mm during strong episodes of the North American Monsoon.  The spatial and 



xxii 

temporal variations of precipitable water are examined, including the annual and 

diurnal cycles.  Strong annual cycles are seen at almost all sites, and diurnal cycles are 

also present, increasing away from bodies of water and toward the south, where they 

reach more than 10% of the daily mean.   Precipitable water is found to follow a 

lognormal distribution at all sites in the region, with some stations showing a small 

bimodal characteristic due to the influence of the North American Monsoon.  An 

index is proposed that measures the bimodality and hence the “monsooniness” of a 

site. The elevation dependence of the precipitable water is examined and found to 

have an exponential decrease which is quite tightly followed in the fall, winter and 

spring, but more loosely in the summer. It has a greater scale height than has 

previously been measured elsewhere, ranging from 2.4 km in the winter to 3.1 km in 

the summer. The landward penetration of water vapor associated with atmospheric 

river events is examined using several elevation independent parameters and the 

influence of the atmospheric rivers is seen to be greatest in the northern coastal areas.  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

Both the amount and distribution of water vapor in the atmosphere vary 

widely.  Knowing the distribution of water vapor is a key to understanding weather 

and climate, not only because this has a direct bearing on the amount and distribution 

of precipitation, but perhaps even more importantly because water vapor is a key 

factor in the energetics of weather and climate, through the latent heat of condensation 

of water.   

One measure of this variation is the vertically integrated water vapor or 

precipitable water (PW), also called the integrated water vapor (IWV).  The 

precipitable water is defined as the amount of liquid water that would be obtained by 

condensing all the water vapor in the atmosphere above a point.  This does not include 

liquid water or ice, so somewhat counter-intuitively if a cloud evaporates and there is 

no advection, there is more precipitable water, not less.  The mathematical definition 

is 

  

Where g is the acceleration of gravity, pobs is the pressure at the observation 

point, and q is the mixing ratio.  Typically the units are given as either areal mass 

density (kg m-2) or in term of the depth of liquid water that would cover the ground if 

all the water vapor were condensed.  It is a consequence of the density of water that 

the precipitable water values given in kg m-2 or in millimeters have the same numerical 

0

1 obsp

PW qdp
g
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value.  In the rest of this document we express precipitable water values in millimeters 

unless stated otherwise. 

The actual value of precipitable water ranges from just a few millimeters in 

extremely dry conditions to 75 mm or more in the vicinity of tropical cyclones, or 

above very warm bodies of water.  A global average value is about 25 mm. 

Figure 1 gives an example of the variability of PW at one location; it shows 

PW as measured by balloon soundings taken twice per day in San Diego over a four 

year period.  An annual cycle that peaks during the summer months is obvious, as well 

as spikiness during the rainy season caused by passage of individual storms. 

 

Figure 1.  Time series of radiosonde PW at San Diego, 2004—2008 
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1.1 Background and Significance 

Despite years of practice, forecasting precipitation, including its onset, amount, 

and duration is still surprisingly difficult.  While weather forecasting skill in general 

has greatly improved in the last twenty years [Simmons and Hollingsworth, 2002], 

forecasting precipitation remains a major challenge and a recent study has shown little 

improvement in forecast skill for periods beyond the first twenty-four hours in the 

western United States [Charba et al., 2003].  In addition, it is often unclear why 

nearby locations receive different amounts of rainfall from a given storm [Ralph et al., 

2006].  It appears that at least part of this variation is due to the combination of limited 

areal extent of enhanced precipitable water, combined with the dynamics of 

orographic enhancement.  Our study should further clarify this situation.  

Meteorologists routinely look at precipitable water (PW) as a method of 

gauging the potential for heavy precipitation.  The intensity of precipitation can be 

related to the available precipitable water and how quickly it is changing, the 

advection of moisture into a region, the evaporation of liquid water, and the 

convergence of the moisture in that region.  This relationship is expressed through the 

following equation [Banacos and Schultz, 2005; Bohren and Albrecht, 1998a; 

Emanuel, 1994] 

 

 

 w

0

1 sp

h h

PW
P q q dp E

g t

  

         
 V V 
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In this equation  is the total precipitation (plus condensation) contained in a 

volume from the surface to the top of the atmosphere,  is the evaporation in that 

volume, and  is the time rate of change of PW.  In the integrand the first term 

represents the product of the specific humidity  and the mass convergence into the 

volume, while the second term represents the horizontal advection of moisture into the 

volume.  

Precipitable water only provides an indication of the potential for precipitation.   

It is possible to have high precipitable water and no precipitation at all.  It is also 

possible for precipitation from a storm to exceed local values of the precipitable water 

if there is a steady advection of moisture-laden air over the site. Precipitation is the 

result of the convergence of moisture, although situations when moisture contents are 

higher will likely result in greater moisture convergence.   

In California heavy precipitation events in which precipitation amounts exceed 

the amount of the water vapor resident in the atmosphere over a site are exemplified 

by the “Pineapple Express” storms that can produce serious flooding as a result of an 

“atmospheric river” of very moist tropical or subtropical air broadsiding against the 

west coast.  These storms are characterized by the high precipitable water values 

carried by the atmospheric river, as well as large moisture convergence, and so a better 

description of the geographical distribution of precipitable water is needed for an 

improved understanding and forecasting of these storms. 

P

E

PW

t





q
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The distribution of water vapor is measured several different ways.  Surface 

observations of humidity are made through the use of instruments such as the sling 

psychrometer.  Upper air measurements are made using air temperature and dewpoint 

measurements from weather balloons.  The emissive properties of water vapor are 

used by both Geosynchronous Orbiting Earth Satellites (GOES) imagers to produce a 

water vapor channel image, as well as the GOES sounders, which derive the water 

vapor distribution as a function of altitude.  Unfortunately the water vapor channel 

used by the GOES imagers is only sensitive to water vapor between about the 400 hPa 

and 700 hPa pressure levels [Kidder and Vonder Haar, 1995], and since a mean scale 

height for water vapor in the atmosphere is approximately the 700 hPa level [Tomasi, 

1984], they are missing a large fraction of the total column water.  The sounders suffer 

because they cannot be used if the cloud cover is too thick—ironically when perhaps 

their data would be most interesting! 

The Special Sensor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) is a family of satellites that 

includes a seven channel passive microwave radiometer operating at four frequencies, 

but it is the vertically polarized 22.235 GHz channel that provides a precipitable water 

product.  Due to the large and complex emission from land surfaces, the SSM/I 

currently only operationally provides precipitable water over the sea surface (and other 

large water bodies), but it is possible that in the future advanced algorithms will allow 

land surface water vapor retrieval.  The SSM/I satellites are polar orbiting, not 

geosynchronous, so they only provide data in swath flyovers with about 1400 

kilometer width coverage.   
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There are several techniques for using signal delays from Global Positioning 

System (GPS) satellites to obtain meteorological data.  One technique involves the 

occultations of GPS signals travelling from one satellite to another.  As the signal 

passes through the Earth’s atmosphere, it is bent and delayed and this is measured as a 

phase shift at the receiving satellite.  This delay is a function of atmospheric pressure 

and temperature in the upper atmosphere, and in the lower troposphere water vapor 

also plays a part.  By inverting the occultation data numerous profiles of upper 

atmosphere temperature are being reconstructed.  Investigation of using the 

occultation technique for reconstructing troposphere water vapor profiles is also 

proceeding, but it is a more difficult problem. 

Another technique for using GPS delays to estimate atmospheric water vapor is 

used in this study, instead of looking at the satellite-to-satellite delays, but instead 

examining the delays between orbiting satellites and ground-based GPS receivers.  

The delays from several satellites are folded into a single “zenith delay” and that can 

be used to calculated precipitable water.  This has several advantages over other 

techniques: 

 It does not rely on any manual operation (like launching a balloon) or a 

satellite flyover (like SSM/I), so it can provide data continuously 

 Unlike the GOES Sounders, it works in all weather 

 It is complementary to the SSM/I, because it provides PW over land masses.  

Experimental ocean-based platforms are being tested, however. 

 It provides high spatial and temporal detail 
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Thus, this thesis investigates how a large number of already deployed ground-

based GPS systems can be used to describe and understand aspects of the weather and 

climate related to atmospheric moisture in California and Nevada.   The specific goals 

of our research are the following: 

 

 Demonstrate, through comparison with radiosonde data and other observations 

of PW, that GPS PW measurements can be accurately estimated even in the 

absence of co-located station pressure measurements through the use of 

reanalysis and model output. 

 Examine the annual time series of precipitable water and see how it varies 

geographically. 

 Determine the elevation dependence of precipitable water and examine the 

seasonal variation. 

 Determine the spatial coherence of precipitable water, both perpendicular and 

parallel to the coastline.  

 Determine what, if any, diurnal signal exists in the regional distribution of PW 

in California and Nevada. 

 Determine if precipitable water over Southeastern California, detected by GPS, 

can be used to describe monsoon onset over this region, as surface dewpoint is 

used in Arizona. 

 Describe the precipitable water pattern associated with landfalling atmospheric 

rivers. 
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1.2 Introduction to the Climates of the Region 

The climates of California and Nevada are characterized by extreme variation 

within relatively short horizontal distances.  This is a consequence of the fairly large 

geographic area (spanning approximately 10 degrees of latitude and 9 degrees of 

longitude), the complex topography encompassed (see Figure 2 [States, 2005]), with 

multiple parallel and transverse mountain ranges; and the proximity to the Pacific 

Ocean, which offers a moderating influence in regions proximal to it while having a 

relatively small effect on the distal regions. 
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Figure 2. Shaded relief topography of California and Nevada (data from 
National Atlas of the United States http://nationalatlas.gov) 
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Rainfall is highly variable across the region, partially driven by the terrain, and 

partially by the variation of latitude and distance from the ocean.  Figure 3 shows the 

annual mean precipitation based on PRISM data from the period [Daly, 2000; PRISM, 

2006] 

 

Figure 3. Precipitation across California and Nevada (data from 
http://natialatlas.gov and PRSIM Climate Group) 
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The National Climatic Data Center has divided the 48 contiguous states into 

344 climate divisions.  The regions are divided based on varying climate, political, 

agricultural and hydrologic considerations.  California is comprised of 7 distinct 

climate divisions and Nevada is comprised of 4. 

 

Figure 4. National Climatic Data Center climate divisions for California 
and Nevada 

At some places in this study we will use the NCDC climate divisions to 

broadly divide the climatologies of the 520 GPS sites used in this study.  However, 
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they are only a very crude approximation to division into distinct climatic provinces.  

A more well-defined system is the Köppen climate system, first put forth by the 

German Climatologist Wladimir Köppen in 1884 and further refined and modified 

since then.  The basis for the Köppen system are the seasonal mean temperature and 

precipitation. The Köppen system has gained widespread acceptance for climatic 

classification and we will occasionally refer to it here to further characterize the 

climatic divisions in which the GPS receivers reside. 

Under the Köppen system the region under study is divided into 13 distinct 

types, covering climatic ranges from arid to humid, and from hot to sub-arctic.  Of the 

broad Köppen classifications the main categories absent from the region are the 

tropical and polar (“A” and “E”) climates. 
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Figure 5. Köppen climate types for California and Nevada 
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Chapter 2 Estimating Precipitable Water from GPS Delays 

2.1 Basic Equations 

Travel-time delays between satellites and fixed ground-based GPS sites vary 

due to a number of factors, but most importantly due to the amount of dry air and 

water vapor between the GPS receiver and the satellite.  This is a consequence of the 

non-unit index of refraction of air [Hopfield, 1971; E K J Smith and Weintraub, 1953].  

From the index of refraction, the delay due to the dry air can be calculated if the 

atmospheric pressure and temperature are known at the site (station pressure) and then 

the delay due to the integrated atmospheric water vapor (precipitable water) can be 

simply related to the total delay, as given in [Duan et al., 1996].   

  

Here  is the total delay,  is the “hydrostatic” delay, due entirely to the 

amount of dry air above a site and easily related to the atmospheric pressure, and is 

the “wet” delay, due to the amount of water vapor above a site.  An accurate 

approximate expression for the hydrostatic delay is 

  

Where  is the gas law constant for dry air,  is the acceleration of gravity, 

and  is the station pressure measured in millibars (hectopascals), that is, the 

pressure measured at GPS site and not reduced to mean sea level.  If one knows the 
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wet delay, station pressure, and temperature, then the precipitable water at the GPS 

site can easily be calculated.  To effect this calculation, the following formula relating 

precipitable water and wet delay [Bevis et al., 1994; Rocken et al., 1995] is used: 

  

where the semi-empirical function  is ~0.15, with the precise value given by 

[Bevis et al., 1992]: 

  

Here  is the integrated mean temperature defined as 

  

A good approximation for  has been given by [Yuan et al., 1993] and is 

  

Where  is the surface temperature.  

The virtue of being able to infer temperature and pressure from reanalysis is 

that it opens up many more GPS sites for precipitable water measurements than would 

be available otherwise. Geophysicists and geodesists have deployed large numbers of 
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fixed GPS receivers in order to track motions of lithospheric plates, as well as 

decipher local crustal deformation resulting from earthquakes.  In some areas of the 

world, particularly California, these stations are spatially dense.  In California and 

Nevada there are currently almost 500 GPS sites (see Figure 6), a large number of 

which have been operating since 2003, with some dating back even further.  The delay 

information from these sites is archived at the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array 

Center (SOPAC, http://sopac.ucsd.edu/).  These delays are recorded on an hourly basis 

and are generally available in the archive within a few days of observation.  If the 

station pressures and temperatures were available for these sites then the precipitable 

water could be calculated and the archived delay data would provide a unique resource 

of climate information.  By comparison there are only six radiosondes (raob) sites in 

California and Nevada from which precipitable water data can be obtained, and only at 

12 hour intervals.  
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Figure 6.   GPS sites in the Southwestern United States used in this PW 
study. 

 

2.2 Methodology 

In this study the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) is used to 

estimate historical pressure and temperature at the GPS sites.  The NARR provides 

geopotential height and sea level pressure at 32 km resolution over its domain 

[Mesinger et al., 2006], which includes North America and surrounding regions.  The 
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NARR data is available for every three hours from 1979 to the present. Since surface 

pressure is usually a fairly slowly varying function of position, the NARR geopotential 

height grids can be interpolated horizontally to the GPS site, and then the hypsometric 

equation used to calculate the station pressure at the elevation of the GPS receiver.   

  

The geopotential heights  and  are known for standard pressure levels  

and  from the NARR output.  The scale height (i.e., the e-folding height) for that 

particular layer is calculated and the station pressure is determined by extrapolating 

upward (or downward) from the elevation of that pressure level.  For example, if a 

station lies at an elevation , where 

 , 

then the pressure at  can be found from 

 

 . 

A one-sided extrapolation is used for those stations with elevations below sea 

level.   For the surface temperature at the GPS sites, a simple two-dimensional 
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interpolation of the reanalysis gridpoint surface temperatures yields temperature at the 

GPS sites. 

2.3 Comparison with Metar Data 

The accuracy of this technique for estimating pressure has been checked by 

comparing more than a quarter million NARR estimated altimeter readings with those 

reported hourly at metar sites for the years 2006 and 2007. A plot of the difference 

between these values is shown in Figure 7. It was found that the estimated altimeter 

readings had a mean bias for all stations of 0.4 hPa compared to the metar altimeter 

readings, with a standard error of 2.1 hPa.  The level of bias in estimated vs. observed 

pressures would translate to an error in precipitable water of less than 1 mm [Bevis et 

al., 1994], which would mean an average accuracy of 5% or better for typical values 

of precipitable water.  Using standard propagation of errors, one can estimate the error 

in calculation of precipitable water due to errors in the zenith delay, temperature, and 

station pressure. 

 

From this analysis, the errors , , and  are related by  

 

  

The error in the hydrostatic delay is estimated from the error in the station 

pressure: 
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From the comparison with altimeter readings, our estimated uncertainty in 

station pressure is 2.1 millibars.  This equates to about 4.8 millimeters in hydrostatic 

delay and approximately 0.7 mm of precipitable water.   

 

The errors associated with the multiplicative function  depend on the 

error in  

 

  

 

So the first term is 

 

   

 

And combining with the second gives 
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This shows that  is quite insensitive to surface temperature, for a (large) 5K 

error in surface temperature this gives an error in precipitable water on the order of 0.3 

mm. 

Combining all these into a single expression for the uncertainty of precipitable 

water yields 

  

This gives errors of less than 1 mm for all reasonable values of precipitable 

water and measurement uncertainties.  The uncertainty is only loosely proportional to 

precipitable water, so that the fractional uncertainty goes up as the precipitable water 

magnitude goes down.  So for very dry conditions, with precipitable water of 5 mm, 

the uncertainty will be about 20% of the measurement, but during wet conditions with 

precipitable water of 40 mm, it will only be a few percent. 

The relatively large spread in estimated pressures is a bit troublesome, but 

perhaps not too surprising considering that the wide variation in elevations at metar 

sites, ranging from below sea level to more than two kilometers above sea level.  An 

inspection of the errors does indicate that errors are larger for higher elevation 

stations. This is actually somewhat convenient, since water vapor is concentrated in 

the lower parts of the atmosphere the errors will be proportionally smaller where the 

values are of most interest.  
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Figure 7.   Distribution of the differences between reported metar station 
pressures and station pressures at metar sites interpolated from NARR 

geopotential heights. 

2.4 Comparison with NOAA GPS PW Data 

Another way to test how well the technique works is to compare the value of 

precipitable water calculated from reanalysis derived pressure and temperature, with 

GPS precipitable water that is calculated for those sites where barometric pressure and 

temperature are measured (or inferred from nearby sites).  We have done that for nine 

sites (see Figure 8) where precipitable water is calculated as part of the NOAA Global 

Systems Division Ground-Based GPS Meteorology (GPS-MET) project in 
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conjunction with SuomiNet [Ware et al., 2000] (http://www.suominet.ucar.edu/), and 

compared them with our own calculated values for the year 2009.  Their methods of 

calculation are essentially the same as ours [Wolfe and Gutman, 2000], but NOAA 

uses pressure and temperatures measured at the GPS sites, while we infer the 

temperature and pressure from reanalysis, and NOAA uses GPS zenith delays obtained 

from high-speed evaluation of orbits, while we use zenith delays that are not available 

in real-time, but instead are available a few days later, and are typically more accurate. 

The sampling intervals were also somewhat different: values of precipitable water 

from the GPS-MET observations are taken at fifteen and forty-five minutes after the 

hour, while the reanalysis values were calculated at the times of the reanalysis data, 

which is every three hours starting at 00Z. 
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Figure 8. GPS and RAOB sites used for comparison in this study 

 

Figure 9 shows the time series of the NARR and GPS-MET precipitable water 

overlain for one particular site, p499.  The agreement is excellent, especially 

considering that the sampling intervals are different.   
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Figure 9. Time series of GPS precipitable water for the NOAA p499 site 
for 2009. The blue curve shows the precipitable water data from NOAA’s 
GPS meteorology program,  while the black curve shows the precipitable 

water estimated using NARR derived meteorological data. 
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NOAA and NARR precipitable water values were also compared by 

calculating fits and plotting scattergrams for the nine coincident GPS sites in Figure 8.  

To compensate for the difference in sample times, the GPS-MET times at fifteen 

minutes before and after the hour were averaged to produce a value appropriate for 

sampling on the hour, and then plotted against the NARR values at 03Z, 06Z, 09Z, 

12Z, 15Z, 18Z and 21Z for the entire year.  A sample scattergram plot is shown in 

Figure 10 and the rest are contained in Appendix B. The linear relations are obvious, 

with only a few outliers. In almost every case the largest outliers appear to be errant 

values of the NOAA calculated precipitable water and not with problems in the NARR 

calculated precipitable water.  The outliers are usually associated with values that are 

either much smaller or much larger than values nearby in time, and appear to be non-

physical. 

The fitting parameters are given in Table 1 and as is already obvious from the 

plots the NOAA and NARR values of precipitable water were all strongly correlated, 

despite the presence of outliers.  Precipitable water, like many meteorological 

variables, shows persistence and is also strongly correlated with itself.  When 

determining the F statistic for time series which have strong serial correlations it is 

necessary to use a reduced number of degrees of freedom, since consecutive 

observations are not independent.  The procedure given in [Quenouille, 1952] 

referencing [Bartlett, 1935] is used: 
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Here indN  is the effective number of independent observations in testing 

between two series each having N observations with serial correlation coefficients 

1 1,r r  for lag 1, 2 2,r r   for lag 2, and so on.  In practice this sum is taken until the serial 

correlations become small.   

 

Table 1.  Fitting statistics for GPS sites that have both NARR calculated 
precipitable water and NOAA calculated precipitable water 

 
GPS 
Site 

Best-fit line r  Effective  
D.F 

R.M.S.Dev
.(mm) 

F statistic 

cnpp 2.27 0.96NARR NOAAPW PW  0.96 58 2.0 650.1 

sio3 1.82 0.96NARR NOAAPW PW   0.98 57 1.5 1411.4 

echo 1.69 0.97NARR NOAAPW PW   0.94 44 1.9 349.4 

p056 2.20 0.97NARR NOAAPW PW  0.95 81 1.9 817.3 

p058 2.43 0.92NARR NOAAPW PW  0.95 210 1.7 2072.4 

p066 1.63 1.00NARR NOAAPW PW   0.97 62 1.6 1198.7 

p349 1.30 0.98NARR NOAAPW PW   0.96 144 1.7 1618.9 

p499 1.41 1.00NARR NOAAPW PW   0.98 41 2.2 775.1 

tono 1.61 1.03NARR NOAAPW PW   0.94 51 1.6 392.9 
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Figure 10. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site SIO3 and calendar year 2009. 

 

In Figure 11 we show the serial correlations for these sites calculated from the 

NARR precipitable water values; we could also have shown the serial correlations 

calculated from the 2009 NOAA precipitable water values, but the plots would be so 
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similar as to look essentially the same.  While there is little variation of the serial 

correlation between the NOAA and NARR values for precipitable water, there is a 

definite variation from site-to-site that may be connected to the climatic setting of the 

site.  They all show a persistence which drops off over a time scale of about one week 

(~50 observations), and then more slowly after that, until approaching zero at a time 

lag of about 60–80 days.  In the fitting table the sum is taken out to lag 500 (~62 days) 

to calculate the effective observations and from that, for one year of data, the effective 

degrees of freedom (D.F.), which range from 41 to 210. 

 

   

   

   

Figure 11. Autocorrelations for NOAA-NARR comparison GPS sites 
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2.5 Comparison with radiosonde Data 

To compare precipitable water from GPS with that calculated from balloon 

sounding observations, the annual time series of precipitable water data for five 

radiosonde (balloon sounding) sites in California and Nevada (obtained from the 

University of Wyoming http://weather.uwyo.edu/upperair/naconf.html) (see Figure 8) 

are compared to GPS data interpolated to the radiosonde sites for the times 00Z and 

12Z, when the soundings are taken. Of course each sounding is actually representative 

not of a vertical sounding centered at the radiosonde site, but instead of the complex 

three-dimensional path the balloon followed until its burst point, so the best 

interpolation location will vary from day-to-day.  Also, the accuracy of the 

interpolation will depend on how close the GPS sites are to the radiosonde site.  This 

will cause some variance between the two values, but the overall shape of the time 

series should be similar.  An important aspect for comparison of the two time series is 

the similarity of the amplitude and temporal structure of specific events, such as 

winter storms, summer moist pulses, and very dry Santa Ana episodes.  

The fitting parameters are given in Table 2 and scatter plots are shown in 

Figure 17 and in Appendix B.  While the agreement is not as close as those given by 

the NARR vs. NOAA comparisons, they are still quite strongly correlated (with 

correlation coefficients that range from 0.81 to 0.96).  This degree of agreement is 

impressive, considering that they are made using completely different types of 
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instruments and the values for GPS precipitable water have to be interpolated to 

compare to the RAOB sites. 

Table 2. Fitting statistics for comparisons of radiosonde (RAOB) precipitable 
water with precipitable water from NARR calculated precipitable water and 

interpolated to radiosonde location. 

 
RAOB 

Site 
Best-fit line r  Effective 

D.F. 
R.M.S. dev. 

(mm) 
F statistic 

NKX 0.64 1.01RAOB GPSPW PW  0.92 22 3.8 118.2 

DRA 0.62 0.92RAOB GPSPW PW  0.95 34 2.0 318.0 

REV 0.63 0.95RAOB GPSPW PW  0.95 56 1.5 477.1 

OAK 4.63 0.93RAOB GPSPW PW  0.81 180 3.8 336.3 

VBG 1.11 0.96RAOB GPSPW PW  0.85 117 3.4 310.9 

 

2.6 Conclusions 

In conclusion we find that a spatial and elevational interpolation from the 

NARR reanalysis data is an accurate way to determine the station pressure and 

temperature that are needed to calculate precipitable water from GPS zenith delay.  

The reanalysis technique produces values comparable to those determined by 

radiosonde observations, but at much higher spatial and temporal resolution.  It 

compares favorably with the real-time precipitable water calculated by NOAA, with 

seemingly fewer errant values.  This technique has enabled us to create seven year, 3-

hourly record of precipitable water at more than 500 sites, which makes it perhaps the 

most detailed record of precipitable water ever constructed for a region. 
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Figure 12. Overlay of radiosonde PW (black) with that interpolated from 
GPS PW with reanalysis pressures (blue).  This time series covers the 

entire calendar year 2006 for the San Diego (NKX) sounding.  A couple of 
strong signals stand out in the winter storm season: one on February 28 and 

the other on April 4.  These correspond to the passage of cold frontal 
systems through Southern California.  Also obvious is the late summer 
maximum corresponding to the presence of the Southwestern Monsoon 

over California, and the extremely dry Santa Ana. 
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Figure 13. Overlay of radiosonde PW (black) with that interpolated from 
GPS PW with reanalysis pressures (blue) for Vandenberg.   
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Figure 14. Overlay of radiosonde PW (black) with that interpolated from 
GPS PW with reanalysis pressures (blue) for Oakland.   
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Figure 15. Overlay of radiosonde PW (black) with that interpolated from 
GPS PW with reanalysis pressures (blue) for Reno (REV) 
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Figure 16. Overlay of radiosonde PW (black) with that interpolated from 
GPS PW with reanalysis pressures (blue) for Desert Rock (Nevada Test 

Site).
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Figure 17. Scatterplot comparing radiosonde measurements of precipitable 
water at San Diego (NKX) with interpolated GPS measurements 
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Chapter 3 Space and Time Variation of Precipitable Water  

Water vapor, arguably the most important gas in the planet’s weather, is 

probably also the most variable, ranging from 1 to 4% volume fraction of the 

atmosphere at the surface, but generally forming a smaller fraction at higher levels, so 

that as a whole it makes up about little less than 0.4% of the total volume of the 

atmosphere.  The precipitable water (PW), being the integrated water vapor from the 

surface to the top of the atmosphere (TOA), exhibits similar variability.  There can 

exist sharp boundaries of water vapor (dry lines or moisture surges) that can persist or 

be associated with specific synoptic events, so that precipitable water can vary greatly 

over short distances, and if such a boundary propagates, over short times at a single 

location. 

In this chapter we will examine the spatial and temporal variation of 

precipitable water in order to better understand its climatology.  Specifically we will 

address: 

 What is the statistical distribution of precipitable water measurements? 

 What is the dependence of precipitable water on elevation? 

 What is the spatial correlation of precipitable water between a site and nearby 

locations and how does that vary seasonally? 

 What is the annual cycle of precipitable water across the region? 

We will defer discussion of whether or not there is a diurnal cycle of precipitable 

water until the next chapter. 
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3.1 Annual Cycle of Precipitable Water 

Considering how much the climate varies across the region, it is not surprising 

that the precipitable water varies greatly from site to site.  Here we give a few 

examples of the temporal variation of precipitable water across the time span of this 

study. 

The plots that follow show time series of precipitable water for the 2004—

2010 time period at a variety of stations across the region.  Most show a strong annual 

cycle with precipitable water peaking in late summer and reaching minimum values in 

mid-winter.  There is also a clear dependence on latitude and elevation, with southern 

lowland stations showing greatest precipitable water and the northern and mountain 

stations showing the least. 

 

 

Figure 18. Six-Year Record of Precipitable Water at sio5 
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In Figure 18 we see that southern coastal site sio5 shows a strong summer 

increase with precipitable water values over 50 mm during intrusions of monsoonal 

air.  Peaks during the winter season correspond to baroclinic storm passages. 

 

 

Figure 19. Six-Year Record of Precipitable Water at bbry 

Southern mountain site bbry has a similar annual cycle to sio5 but much 

smaller amplitude due to its elevation ( > 2000 m).  There is a high degree of 

correspondence with nearby sites such as sio5, so that if you compare peaks 

corresponding individual events such as winter storms, those peaks can bet matched 

up between sites, even though the amplitude will be quite different. 
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Figure 20. Six year record of precipitable water at iid2 

Southern desert site iid2 has a similar annual cycle to sio5, but with much 

larger summer amplitude because the North American Monsoon exerts a stronger 

influence in the southeastern deserts. 
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The strong annual cycles seen at the southern sites contrast to the much weaker 

annual signal seen at the north coast site farb on Farallon Island (Figure 21).  The 

weak annual signal is most likely due to strong and frequent baroclinic storm 

passages, little monsoon influence and the small annual temperature range. Nearby 

onshore sites have similar annual cycles, but with more seasonal variation than is seen 

at farb. 

 

Figure 21. Six Year Record of Precipitable Water at farb 
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The site echo, in central eastern Nevada, shows a pronounced annual signal, 

with moderate values during the summer and relatively low values during the winter. 

 

Figure 22. Six Year Record of Precipitable Water at echo 

One way of examining the annual variation in precipitable water is by 

comparing it with what might be expected based on a constant relative humidity 

assumption, with the precipitable water proportional to the saturation vapor pressure 

calculated from the mean temperature.  For example if we do that for San Francisco 

we find that the ratio of the saturation vapor pressure for August to that for January is 

1.5, and if we take the ratio of precipitable water for a nearby site, p181, we also get 

1.5.  This suggests that the air mass primarily responsible for the water vapor content 

in winter is the same as that for summer, with the difference due to the difference in 

temperatures between the seasons. 
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If we do the same type of calculation for San Diego, we find that the ratio of 

saturation vapor pressure for the August mean temperature to the January mean 

temperature is 1.7, while the ratio of precipitable water for a nearby site, sio5, is about 

2.1, suggesting that the increase in precipitable water seen in the summer months is 

not entirely due to warming of the air mass seen in winter.  This could be due to 

intrusion of maritime tropical air associated with the summer monsoon raising the 

mean precipitable water during that season, or dry continental air lowering the mean 

precipitable water during the winter, or both. 

The basic similarities of the precipitable water at different sites can be shown 

by combining the values for all sites into a single annual curve.  Figure 23 shows the 

average precipitable water for all sites for 2003–2008.  In calculating this the annual 

mean for each site was calculated, and then smoothed with an 11 day running mean 

filter before the mean over all sites taken.  Despite the averaging it still shows 

spikiness that can be attributed to short time span that is being averaged, as well as the 

limited geographical area, which means that nearby sites will be influenced by the 

same synoptic events at nearly the same time. 

This plot shows the annual cycle quite well, with the precipitable water value 

remaining quite low (~10 mm) for about half the year, with the minimum of 7mm 

coming about day 15 (January 15).  At first glance the timing may be somewhat 

surprising, since that is also the time of year during which most of the region’s 

precipitation occurs, but that is simply a reflection of Mediterranean climate influence, 

with its cool rainy season.  In general the warm seasons bring higher precipitable 
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water as a direct consequence of the higher equilibrium vapor pressures resulting from 

higher temperatures as given in the Clausius-Clapeyron equation [Bohren and 

Albrecht, 1998b].   

Precipitable water is seen to rise quite rapidly moving from cool season to 

warm season, reaching a peak of 24 mm about day 200 (July 19). 

 

Figure 23. Annual precipitable water curved formed by averaging the 
smoothed annual means from all sites 

Looking at the individual smoothed means over the seven year time period, 

Figure 24 shows the annual range for all sites, as determined from the smoothed 
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means.  There is strong north to south gradient in the annual range, which increases 

from less than 10 mm in the north to over 30 mm in the south.  Southern sites are both 

warmer and much closer to tropical air masses during the summer, raising their mean 

values during that season, while being just as dry as the north during the winter 

months. 

 

Figure 24. Annual Range of Precipitable Water from Smoothed Mean 

As shown in Figure 25, the vast majority of stations have their mean maximum 

precipitable water day between day 190 and 210 (July 9 to July 29), during the peak of 

summer. 
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Figure 25. Day of maximum precipitable water from smoothed mean 

In contrast the day of year with the least precipitable water (Figure 26) shows 

no obvious north-south dependence. For most sites it occurs in early to midwinter, 

from mid-December to mid-February. 
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Figure 26. Day of minimum precipitable water from smoothed mean 

 

3.2 The Statistical Distribution of Precipitable Water Measurements 

It is of interest both theoretically and practically to understand the probability 

distribution of precipitable water measurements at a site.  While many quantities in 

nature are normally distributed, this is not what one would expect for precipitable 

water because it has a strict lower bound mathematically—it is the value of an 

absolute physical quantity and hence can never be negative.  It could still have a 

normal distribution if the mean value were large enough and the dispersion about the 

mean small enough that the lower edge of the distribution did not get close to zero, 
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and in some areas of the world this may happen, but in California and Nevada all 

stations will occasionally experience very low values of precipitable water, during 

Santa Anas or other dry periods. 

Evidence for the asymmetry of the precipitable water distribution can be seen 

by an examination of the maximum and minimum values observed at each site.  A 

dimensionless way of doing this is to write the maximum and minimum values in 

terms of a Z-statistic of the following form: 

 

  

 

So an observation of precipitable water at a particular site, PW, can be 

converted into  if the mean and standard deviation of precipitable water for that 

site are known.   has the virtue of making it obvious just how far an observation 

is away from the mean, and it also exhibits some independence from elevation, since it 

is given in terms of the mean value at that site (and hence that elevation).  The 

standard deviations of the measurements may not have the same elevation dependence 

as the measurements, though, so it could still have a second-order elevation 

dependence. 

When we examine all the GPS sites we find that the average of the all-time 

maximum values for  is 4.93, while the average value for the minimum values is 
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1.86, meaning that the minimum values for the sites are much “closer” to the means 

than are the maxima.  This sort of asymmetry is characteristic of a skewed, non-

normal distribution. 

In fact several papers have indicated that precipitable water follows a 

lognormal distribution [Foster and Bevis, 2003; Foster et al., 2006].  The lognormal 

distribution of precipitable water PW has the form 

 

  

 

Here  and s are related to the mean and variance of the precipitable water by 

 

  

In their 2006 paper, Foster and Bevis distinguish several different variations of 

lognormal precipitable water distributions [Foster et al., 2006]. Their first 

categorization is between ordinary lognormal, “reverse” lognormal (skewed toward 

large values), and bimodal distributions, with the bimodal distributions further broken 

down into whether each of the modes is composed of an ordinary or reverse 

lognormal.  Precipitable water distributions that quite closely followed ordinary 
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lognormal distributions were widespread, appearing in climatic regimes as diverse as 

Hawaii and the Falkland Islands.  Reverse lognormal distributions were seen in 

tropical regions and are likely the signature of settings that frequently experience 

relatively high but upper-limited atmospheric water vapor content.  Bimodal 

distributions are seen in regions with rather drastic changes in moisture source, such as 

monsoonal areas. 

Statistical fits of GPS precipitable water for the 514 sites in our study show 

that none of them have reverse lognormal distributions, as expected since the study 

area is distant from tropical moisture sources.  Most are excellent fits to ordinary 

lognormal distributions, such as the distribution for the site farb in the Farralon Islands 

shown in Figure 27.  Some sites do fall into an area that comes under the influence of 

the North American Monsoon, and those sites have distributions that are bimodal or 

with an enhancement of the high-end tail of the distribution (a “shoulder”).  Further 

discussion of this will be postponed until Chapter 5. 
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Figure 27. Distribution of precipitable water for GPS site farb, in the 
Farralon Islands near San Francisco, showing a good fit to a lognormal 

distribution 

3.3 Dependence of Precipitable Water on Elevation 

It is reasonable that precipitable water should depend on elevation; after all, it 

is the water vapor integrated from the observation site to the top of the atmosphere, 

and if the observation site is higher there will be less atmosphere, and hence less water 

vapor, above it.  Most sources of water vapor are at the Earth’s surface. The 

dependence on elevation is found to be different than that of the major constituents of 

the dry atmosphere, and it falls off more quickly with elevation than would be 

expected from total pressure [Foster and Bevis, 2003; Otarola et al., 2011; 
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Parameswaran and Murthy, 1990; Robson and Rowan-Robinson, 1979; Tomasi, 1984; 

Turner et al., 2001; Ulich, 1980]. 

From our archived GPS PW data we examine the elevation dependence by first 

taking the mean of all the measurements at a particular site (either over the entire 

record or seasonally), and then plotting the distribution of mean values versus site 

elevation.  It is expected that in the mean precipitable water follows a decreasing 

exponential with elevation z of the form: 

 

  

 

Where h is the scale height for the decrease—the height for which about 63% 

of the water vapor will be below. Almost all of the GPS sites used in this study are 

below one scale height. 

/
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Figure 28. Elevation dependence of annual mean precipitable water 

What we find is a clear dependence of precipitable water on elevation, and 

when we break it down by season, we see the seasonal cycle expressed in the elevation 

dependence, with the mean precipitable water at its lowest during the winter season, 

and at its greatest during the summer.  We also see that the scale height is at its lowest 

during the winter, and highest during the summer.  This is not surprising because 

water vapor ultimately has its primary source at sea level and is distributed vertically 

in the atmosphere through convection, and summer convection is much winter 

convection. 
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Table 3. Fitting parameters for elevation dependence of precipitable water 

Season PW0 (mm) h(meters) 

Annual 17.20 2697 

Jan-Feb-Mar 13.53 2406 

Apr-May-Jun 16.90 2680 

Jul-Aug-Sep 22.94 3110 

Oct-Nov-Dec 15.37 2471 

 

Interestingly the summer has a much wider scatter in the measurements than 

the other seasons, as can be seen in Figure 29 and Figure 30.  We believe this is the 

influence of the monsoon in the southeastern region.  Another interesting thing that 

can be seen is that the stations below sea level, which are primarily located in the 

Imperial Valley-Salton Sink area, have lower than average precipitable water during 

all but the summer months, when their mean precipitable water is higher than the fitted 

curve.  The anomalous summer high at those sites is direct result of the monsoon 

which provides a strong low level moisture source for the Salton Sink region. 
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Figure 29. Elevation dependence for  January-February-March and April-

May-June 
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Figure 30. Elevation dependence for July-August-September and October-
November-December 
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3.4 Spatial Coherence of Precipitable Water 

It is clear that magnitude of precipitable water from nearby sites should be 

spatially correlated, since precipitable water is an air mass property and air masses 

typically cover broad areas.  Even without thinking in terms of air masses the water 

vapor above one particular site may be over an adjacent site a short time later—the 

amount of time later being set by the integrated winds.  Of course if there is a 

boundary between distinct air masses (e.g. a front or dry line) then the precipitable 

water at adjacent sites may not correlate well at all.   

The spatial correlation can reveal a number of things: it gives insight into 

spatial variations of precipitable water and the processes that cause these variations; it 

indicates how closely the precipitable water must be sampled to get an accurate picture 

of its distribution; it can tell us how distinct the weather is (in a climatic sense) 

between different sites—should they be lumped together in the same climatic division 

or are they distinct enough to be addressed separately.  Outside of atmospheric science 

information on the spatial correlation can also be useful.  In geophysics the technique 

of synthetic aperture radar interferometry (known as InSAR) relies on a high degree of 

coherence in radar images perhaps taken years apart.  Variations in atmospheric 

moisture and pressure affect the phase delay of the interferogram; but an accurate 

knowledge of the atmospheric water vapor at a particular time can be used to improve 

the interferogram, especially if information is available on length scales of less than 

100 km.  Measurements of precipitable water by GPS, Modis, or other means can be 

used to remove atmospheric noise from the radar image [Williams et al., 1998], but the 
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radar images typically have higher spatial resolution than the precipitable water 

measurements and need to be interpolated to the radar image pixels, so knowledge of 

the spatial correlation of precipitable water gives an indication on how well that 

technique can be justified. 

3.5 Lag Correlations vs. Distance 

The following pages show plots of correlations between stations as a function 

of distance, as a way of better understanding the spatial variability of precipitable 

water (PW).  The total number of stations is 514, so there are 514 514 / 2 132, 098   

distinct correlation pairs over a time span of seven years and sampled every three 

hours.  The first plot shows correlation as a function of distance between stations, with 

generally a decreasing trend as the distance is increased.   
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Figure 31. Correlations between pairs of GPS sites as a function of 
distance 
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To distill the spatial correlations, the points of the graph were averaged over 30 

kilometer bins to examine the mean correlation as a function of distance. The average 

plot contains very strong correlation of precipitable water in the first several hundred 

kilometers, falling off to 0.3–0.4 out past 1000 kilometers.  That there is so much 

correlation at such large separations is partly a consequence of the seasonality having 

not been removed prior to calculating the correlation. 

 

 

Figure 32. Pairwise distance correlation averaged over 30 kilometer steps 
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Figure 33. Smoothed spatial correlations with daily mean removed 

To remove the correlation associated with seasonality, this calculation can be 

repeated, but first a smoothed daily mean is removed.  When that is done we get the 

curve shown in Figure 33.  Now the correlation drops to zero at about 1500 km, rather 

than just decreasing to a constant value.  Since it is the actual correlation with physical 

distance that is being examined here rather than the seasonal persistence, in the rest of 

this chapter all correlations are done with the smoothed daily mean removed. 
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If we divide our data by seasons and again look at the correlations averaged 

over 30 kilometer steps we find similar results for spring and fall, but winter and 

especially summer are different.  In Figure 34 the correlations are broken down 

seasonally by 3 month intervals (Jan-Feb-Mar/Apr-May-Jun/Jul-Aug-Sep/Oct-Nov-

Dec) to understand how the correlation distance varies with season. The behavior in 

all seasons is about the same for the first couple hundred kilometers, but in the 

summer season (Jul-Aug-Sep) it begins to diverge, and between 300 and 400 km it 

decorrelates substantially faster than the other seasons. This is possibly due to 

monsoonal influence over the southern region. 
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Figure 34. Seasonal smoothed correlations with daily mean removed 

3.6 Correlations Along Inland and Coastal Transects 

Precipitable water correlations from stations along two transects were 

examined to get a better feel for the spatial variability in particular directions.  Two 

transects were chosen based on correlations with the station csci, located in Ventura 

County near the town of Camarillo.  One transect was chosen to roughly parallel the 

coastline at this location, while the other was chosen to be roughly perpendicular to 

the coastline.  The csci GPS site was chosen because it was near the coast and there 

are a relatively large number of stations near its location.  csci and the other sites were  
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chosen on the basis of having relatively complete temporal coverage over the study 

period of 2003-2009, with more than 95% good data during that time period.  Stations 

along the coastal transect are all below 600 meters, while those along the inland 

transect cross the transverse range and reach elevations in excess of 1700 meters. 

 

Figure 35. Precipitable water correlation for inland and coastal transects 
from csci 

In general the coastal transect shows a slower drop-off of correlation with 

distance than does the inland.  This is as we’d expect from the smaller range of 

elevation along the transect.  One correlation seems unusually low, the one that is 

associated with the mountain site bprk.  This site, at almost 1800 meters in elevation, 
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is approaching one scale height for precipitable water, so it is not surprising to see 

large differences between it and csci, which is close to sea level. 

3.7 Conclusions 

The GPS-derived record provides a new, highly resolved description of the 

temporal and spatial variability of precipitable water across California and Nevada.  

Precipitable water ranges from near 0 mm at the driest to almost 70 mm at the wettest 

when looking at the range across all the stations during the 2003-2009 time period of 

the sample dataset.  At most locations precipitable water follows a strong annual cycle, 

being greatest in summer and least in winter.  This seasonality is influenced by the 

saturation vapor pressure set by local temperature, but is also modulated by seasonal 

influence of air masses. The annual cycle is weakest in northern areas near the water, 

and strongest in the southeastern desert.  The variation of topography across California 

and Nevada yields a wide range of GPS elevations, and from the collective data we 

determine that the precipitable water falls off exponentially with height, and the scale 

height varies from 2.4 km to 3.1 km depending on the season.  These values are 

greater than the values seen in other studies and may be due to the large variation in 

topography across the region, which may increase the scale height due to turbulence as 

well as elevated sources of water, such as the forests of the Sierra Nevada.  

Precipitable water is strongly coherent between nearby sites, but decorrelates 

completely over distances greater than 1000 km. 
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Chapter 4 Diurnal Variation of Precipitable Water 

4.1 Introduction 

Climate studies show that diurnal cycles are widespread in meteorological 

fields. Temperature, pressure, and wind speed are all quantities that are known to 

exhibit diurnal cycles.  A diurnal cycle of moisture would be an important facet of 

California’s climate—both to humans and ecosystems. It may be important to 

landward moisture transport, through the sea breeze, and it may show the daily cycle 

of evapotranspiration induced by solar heating.   

The equation for the time evolution of integrated water vapor, also known as 

precipitable water (PW), is 

 

 

In general there are five terms that contribute to a change in precipitable water (1) 

evaporation and (2) transpiration, which are often combined into a single 

evapotranspiration term and are sources; (3) condensation, which acts as a sink for 

atmospheric moisture; (4) moisture divergence, which acts as a sink (or convergence, 

which is a source) and (5) horizontal moisture advection in a region with gradients in 

atmospheric moisture.  Vertical motions do not directly contribute since precipitable 

water is a vertically integrated quantity.  Here g is the acceleration of gravity,  is the 

density of liquid water,  is the mean evapotranspiration rate,  is the mean 

precipitation rate, q is the specific humidity, and  is the horizontal velocity.  The 
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integral is from the top of the atmosphere to the surface pressure at the observation 

site.  All of these terms may contribute to a diurnal cycle. 

Despite the importance of water vapor in the atmosphere and interest in diurnal 

cycles, until recently evidence for diurnal variation had been lacking, since the most 

obvious data source, the balloon soundings, are only available at a few sites and then 

just twice per day.  We have been able to overcome this limitation by using 

precipitable water derived from archived GPS delays combined with pressure and 

temperature from reanalysis to calculate the precipitable water corresponding to those 

delays.  We have done this for up to 520 sites in California and Nevada for the period 

2003-2009, with values obtained 8 times per day.[Means and Cayan, In preparation].   

4.2 Radiosonde Observations 

Balloon radiosonde observations (also called raobs) are taken twice per day in 

San Diego, Vandenberg and Oakland, at 00Z and 12Z, and PW is routinely calculated 

from the observations. The twice per day sampling frequency is clearly insufficient to 

determine a full diurnal variation, however it is possible to apply the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov (K-S) test to see whether the 00Z and 12Z observations appear to come from 

the same population, indicating no diurnal dependence, or different populations, which 

would indicate a systematic diurnal dependence.  The data indicate that during the 

winter months (Jan-Feb-Mar) that at the 95% confidence level the null hypothesis 

cannot be rejected--that is for all three sites there is no significant diurnal variation 

detected; however during the summer months (Jul-Aug-Sep) the null hypothesis is 

rejected, implying there is some sort of diurnal variation, with the lower values 
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occurring at the early morning observation (12Z) and the higher values at the 

afternoon observation (00Z).  This is not surprising because during the winter the 

weather is often dominated by the passage of mid-latitude cyclonic storms. As 

discussed later the K-S test indicates more diurnal dependence farther south. 

Radiosonde observations from 2004—2007 were obtained and the PW values 

extracted as a time series.  Soundings are usually only taken at 0000Z and 1200Z, so 

are only crudely able to indicate whether there is any diurnal fluctuation.  There is an 

obvious seasonal dependence of PW values, with generally higher readings in the 

summer and lower readings in the winter; although during the passage of winter 

storms with tropical connections (e.g., atmospheric river storms) the PW values can be 

temporarily raised above mean seasonal values. 

Figure 1 is an example of a time series of RAOB PW taken for four years, 

from 2004–2007. The annual cycle of PW is clear from this plot, with the annual 

maxima occurring in late summer and the minima occurring during the winter.  Winter 

spikes occur due to the passage of mid-latitude cyclones with strong tropical 

connections, while summer spikes may be due to strong Gulf surge events. Any 

diurnal signal will be superimposed on these seasonal signals, and it can be the case 

that these longer time period signals plus transients will be large enough to completely 

mask the diurnal signal.  This seems particularly likely in the case of mid-latitude 

cyclonic passages, both since they typically move quickly through an area and also 

because they occur during the cooler seasons when a diurnal signal might be expected 

to be weaker.    
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In Table 4 we break down the early morning (12Z) and afternoon (00Z) 

measurements into mean PW into 3-monthly categories that roughly correspond to 

season: January-February-March (JFM), April-May-June (AMJ), July-August-

September (JAS), and October-November-December (OND). 

Table 4. Mean 00Z and 12Z RAOB PW values for San Diego, Vandenberg and 
Oakland RAOB sites 

GPS Site Observation 
Time 

JFM  
PW (mm) 

AMJ 
PW (mm) 

JAS  
PW (mm) 

OND  
PW (mm) 

Annual 
PW(mm) 

San Diego 

00Z 12.87 16.20 27.23 14.02 17.65 

12Z 12.87 15.25 26.33 13.53 17.04 

Vandenberg 

00Z 13.51 17.42 21.16 15.70 16.92 

12Z 13.68 15.85 18.38 14.85 15.69 

Oakland 

00Z 14.54 16.14 21.25 16.58 17.14 

12Z 14.09 15.89 20.15 16.52 16.68 

 

Looking first at the values from San Diego, some interesting things are 

apparent.  Except for the JFM measurements, which were identical in the morning and 

afternoon, the afternoon measurement (00Z or 1600 PST) is 0.5–1.0 mm larger than 

the early morning (12Z or 0400 PST) measurement.  While this would be within the 

experimental error for any single measurement, it becomes significant because it 
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results from combining daily measurements from several years, which can be expected 

to improve the signal-to-noise ratio by at least a factor of 10.  This suggests that there 

is a diurnal fluctuation that may correspond to a sea breeze, evapotranspiration, or 

both.  Vandenberg and Oakland show similar results, with the afternoon PW value 

exceeding the morning in every instance except for the JFM measurements at 

Vandenberg.  In that particular case, and for several others (e.g., OND at Oakland) the 

difference between the morning and afternoon values is within the experimental error 

of the measurement. In other cases, such as the summer measurement at Vandenberg, 

the difference between morning and afternoon readings is large, at times exceeding 

10% of the mean value.  To determine whether there was a statistically significant 

difference between the morning and afternoon values we used the Kolmogorov-

Smirnov statistical test, which should indicate whether or not the morning and 

afternoon samples could be from the same distribution (no diurnal dependence 

indicated).  Table 3 indicates whether or not the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test suggested a 

diurnal dependence (“Yes”) or not (“No”) at the 95% confidence level. 
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Table 5. Diurnal variations at San Diego, Vandenberg and Oakland radiosonde 
stations  indicated by Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test 

 

 JFM AMJ JAS OND Annual 

San Diego No Yes Yes No Yes 

Vandenberg No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Oakland No No Yes No Yes 

 

These results are as might be expected, during the seasons in which there is a 

strong onshore flow which is dependent on daytime heating (spring and summer) there 

is a diurnal variation in PW measurements from morning to afternoon;  alternatively 

during the winter there is less daytime heating and also more variation in wind 

direction, so we would expect diurnal variation to be small, if any; the fall season is 

more complicated, but typically has more offshore wind flow and less transpiration 

than the spring and summer. 

The raob observations at Vandenberg show similarities to those in San Diego, 

with some differences.  Being farther north, the influence of the southwestern 

monsoon is not as great during the summer (see Chapter 5).  In fact, summer peaks 

corresponding to increased PW values due to the monsoon were almost absent during 

the summers of 2004 and 2006. 
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The annual variation at Vandenberg is somewhat smaller than it is in San 

Diego, possibly because it lies closer to the mid-latitude storm track during the winter, 

increasing the values up during that season, while it is farther from the north so the 

North American monsoon has less of an effect during the summer, decreasing the 

values somewhat during that season.   

Overall, the diurnal fluctuation is larger at Vandenberg than at San Diego, with 

a mean morning to afternoon variation of over 6%. 

Like San Diego, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test did not indicate a significant 

diurnal fluctuation for Vandenberg during the winter, but it was indicated in all other 

seasons and for the year as a whole.  Overall there seemed to be a stronger diurnal 

fluctuation at Vandenberg, with the morning to afternoon difference during the fall 

months being almost twice as great as that in San Diego.  

At Oakland there is much less seasonal variation than what is seen in the 

south—the range of mean precipitable water between winter and summer is only about 

half what the range is in San Diego.  This can be attributed to Oakland being closer to 

the storm track and experiencing a greater maritime influence during the winter than 

San Diego, and being farther from the Gulf of California and tropical Eastern Pacific, 

so that its influence of the summer monsoon is much less apparent in Oakland. 

The diurnal variation at Oakland is relatively insignificant, except during the 

summer.  For all other seasons the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test yields a negative result 

for diurnal variation.  There is still one seen in the annual data, which might indicate 
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that the summer results dominate the annual variance, or else the annual test is based 

on four times as much data and can distinguish finer variations. 

In conclusion, it does look there might be a diurnal variation present, and GPS 

measurements will allow examination at more sites, and with a finer time scale (eight 

times daily instead of two), which may make the diurnal variation more apparent. 

4.3 Diurnal Variation as seen in GPS Precipitable Water 

The seven year, eight times per day database of precipitable water at over 500 

sites in California and Nevada provides a unique resource for studying the diurnal 

variation.  While it would be better to have greater time resolution, we know by the 

Nyquist Sampling Theorem that if the time series of precipitable water contained no 

frequencies higher than 4 per day that our sampling frequency should be enough to 

completely describe it.  Although there is no fundamental reason that precipitable 

water should be band-limited in such a way, it is probable that most of the variation 

will be contained in the 0-4 day-1 band, since that includes both diurnal and 

semidiurnal components.  An hourly database from the archived hourly zenith delays 

and NARR analyses time-interpolated to be hourly has been constructed, and the 

results encourage further investigation, but in this report we use the 8-times daily 

sampling for the diurnal analysis. 

The daily values of precipitable water at a site can be fit to a mean value plus a 

simple sinusoidal variation.  Graphical plots of these fits can be found in Appendix. B.  

Since these bear some resemblance to diurnal variation of temperature, we have 

performed a small numerical experiment to ensure that they are not simply an artifact 
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of the daily temperature variation.  In the experiment the daily variation in temperature 

is shifted in phase by 180 degrees for the calculation of precipitable water, to see if 

this would have an associated shift in the phase of precipitable water.  The resultant 

curves of precipitable water are almost unchanged, which is what we would expect 

from the weak dependence of the calculation on temperature.  This shows that the 

daily cycle is not just an artifact of the daily temperature cycle. Similar plots to shoes 

shown in the appendix were also produced for the seasonal three month intervals 

(JFM, AMJ, JAS, OND). 

These fits determine the amplitude (diurnal variation) and phase (time of peak 

precipitable water) of the diurnal signal.  The actual diurnal variation can be obtained 

from twice the amplitude of the sinusoidal fit.  To better understand this variation, it is 

instructive to examine those places that have the least and most diurnal variation as 

obtained from the fits. 
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Table 6. Sites with least fractional diurnal variation 

Site Lat Lon 

Elev. 

 (m) 

Mean PW 

(mm) 

Amplitude 

(mm) 

Max Time 

(PST) % variation 

farb 37.697 -123.001 12 15.5 0 12.9 0 

lasc 33.928 -118.307 61 17.3 0.01 14.2 0.12 

hbco 33.784 -118.286 9 17.3 0.01 11.8 0.12 

vtis 33.713 -118.294 958 16.5 0.01 12.9 0.12 

pvhs 33.779 -118.372 296 14.8 0.01 12.8 0.14 

holp 33.924 -118.168 29 17.6 0.02 14.2 0.23 

cat2 33.312 -118.334 514 12.7 0.02 12.0 0.31 

p157 40.248 -124.308 727 11.5 0.02 13.6 0.35 

trnd 41.054 -124.151 108 17 0.03 15.3 0.35 

mhms 33.939 -118.244 33 17.2 0.04 14.8 0.47 

 

All these sites have a fractional variation (twice the amplitude divided by the 

range), as determined by the sinusoidal diurnal fit, of less than 0.5%.  What do these 

sites have in common? For many of the sites it is their proximity to water in more than 

one direction.  If you consider an imaginary site located on a buoy far out in the ocean, 

you would expect very little diurnal variation.  The reasons for this are clear: there is 

no transpiration from surface vegetation, (2) the diurnal cycle of temperature is small 

due to the high heat capacity of water, and (3) the situation is mostly isotropic—there 
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are small spatial gradients and there is no preferred direction for a sea or land breeze 

that might transport moisture from a wetter or drier location. 

Of course none of these sites are located on buoys, but of these 10 sites there 

are two that are on islands in the ocean (farb and cat2), another (trnd) is on the 

Trinidad Headland, which is connected to the mainland by a narrow bridge of land,  

vtis is at the San Pedro Marine Exchange and is proximate to water in all directions 

from west-northwest to east; pvhs is on the Palos Verdes peninsula and is proximate to 

water from northwest to southeast; hbco is at Los Angeles Harbor College and is 

proximate to water from the northwest to southeast;  p157 in Petrolia in Humboldt 

County is approximately 3 kilometers from the ocean.  The three remaining sites lasc, 

holp, and mhms are all within the Los Angeles basin.  The site holp is about 20 

kilometers from the ocean, which is the farthest from the ocean of any of the ten sites.  

It appears that proximity to the ocean is a necessary condition in having a small 

fractional diurnal variation. 

Turning now to the opposite question, that of which sites have the largest 

fractional diurnal variations, Table 7 lists the ten sites with the largest diurnal variation 

and several differences with the sites of Table 6 are readily apparent.  First, the lowest 

elevation of any of the sites with the largest diurnal variation is greater than the 

greatest elevation of any of the sites with the least diurnal variation.  Second, none of 

the sites with greatest fractional variation is located north of 37°N.  All of the largest 

variation sites except for smyc are in the foothills or mountains of Southern California.  

This suggests that the large diurnal variation may come about because they are in 
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transitional regions between marine air off the Pacific and the presumably drier air of 

the continental land mass.  Alternation of sea and land breeze may give rise to the 

large daily variation seen in these sites. 

Table 7. Sites with greatest fractional diurnal variation 

Site Lat Lon Elev. (m) Mean PW (mm) Amplitude(mm) Max Time % variation 

p551 34.86 -119.16 1582 9.9 1.1 15.4 21.2 

ljrn 34.81 -118.87 1454 9.5 1.0 15.9 20.0 

fgst 34.73 -120.01 939 11.6 1.1 15.1 19.1 

smyc 36.32 -115.59 2589 6.7 0.6 13.2 19.1 

dssc 33.73 -116.71 1692 9.7 0.9 14.5 19.0 

desc 32.83 -116.64 989 12.1 1.1 14.3 18.8 

pin2 33.61 -116.46 1290. 10.8 1.0 14.1 18.5 

fzhs 34.80 -118.89 1305 10.4 1.0 14.8 18.5 

cgdm 34.24 -117.97 737 13.4 1.2 15.6 18.4 

btdm 34.29 -118.19 711 13.1 1.2 15.3 18.2 

 

4.4 Daily Range 

This section examines the daily range of precipitable water, which we define as 

simply the difference between the maximum and measured calculated GPS PW over 

the eight per day sampling.  This is slightly different than the diurnal range discussed 

earlier—the diurnal range is twice the amplitude of the sinusoidal fit, and so it 

specifically derives from the component with a one day period, while the daily range 
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is simply the numerical difference between the maximum and minimum of the mean 

value.   

A plot of the mean annual daily range is given in Figure 36.  The annual daily 

range is found to vary from 0.2 mm minimum to 2.4 mm maximum in absolute terms, 

and from 1% to 20% as measured as a fraction of the mean annual daily range (see 

Figure 37). 

 

Figure 36. Mean annual daily range (daily maximum – daily minimum) 
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The fractional range varies seasonally, as does the mean precipitable water.  In 

JFM the absolute range is from 0.3 to 1.8 mm, with a fractional range of 3% to 17%; 

for AMJ it is 0.3 to 2.8 mm, with a fractional range of 2% to 29%; for JAS the 

absolute range is 0.3 to 4.2 mm, with a fractional range of 2% to 23%; and for OND 

the absolute range is 0.3 to 1.8 mm, with a fractional range of 2% to 23%.  

 

 

Figure 37. Mean fractional diurnal range (daily maximum – daily 
minimum)/mean PW 
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Figure 38. Mean winter (JFM) daily range of PW 

In the January-February-March the daily range is a 1.2 mm or less over most of 

the region, except for a belt following the transverse and peninsular ranges of southern 

California, and a few scattered sites near the Central and Imperial Valleys. 
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Figure 39. Mean spring (AMJ) daily range of PW 

In the spring season the daily range increases to over 2 mm over the Coast 

Range, Transverse Range and Peninsular Range, with some sites reaching values 

greater than 3 mm. Low elevation coastal sites and areas of the major mountain ranges 

still remain low, with daily range less than 1.2 mm. 
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Figure 40. Mean summer (JAS) daily range of PW 

The summer season has the highest daily ranges, with many inland sites 

reaching values greater than 3 mm, and almost all of Southern California has a daily 

range greater than 1.2 mm, except for a few island sites. 
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Figure 41. Mean fall (OND) diurnal range of PW 

Daily range decreases rapidly from summer to fall, with only Southern 

California sites having values above 1.2 mm. 
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It appears that there is a dependence on elevation, with higher sites having a 

large fractional diurnal variation than sites near sea level.  Examination of the data as a 

function of elevation suggests that daily range may increase with elevation, which is 

generally in agreement with what the diurnal range investigation. This is perhaps not 

surprising, since higher sites tend to have more vegetation (which contributes 

transpiration) and are also more likely to be near the boundaries of different air 

masses, both due to their horizontal geographic position, but also because the 

inversion layer itself may have a daily cycle, so that at higher elevations a site may in 

a moist air mass underneath the inversion at one time of day, while in a much warmer, 

drier air mass at a later time.  Low altitude locations see less of this type of variation. 
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Figure 42. Fractional diurnal range plotted as a function of elevation.  
Curve shows fit to logarithmic dependence on elevation 
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4.5 Hour of Maximum Precipitable Water 

The hour the maximum precipitable water occurs can yield information on 

moisture transport and evapotranspiration processes.  For example, a sea breeze may 

transport water vapor inland as the day progresses, then the process may reverse 

during the night; mountain and valley breezes may do the same sort of thing.  

Atmospheric tides have also been suggested as a cause of diurnal variation of water 

vapor [Dai and Wang, 1999], but since the precipitable water is integrated over the 

atmospheric column they will not have an effect unless accompanied by horizontal 

transport.  

Two different ways of determining the peak in the daily precipitable water 

cycle are possible.  The most basic method is to simply pick the hour with the largest 

value; another method, which may be better at determining the fundamental cycle, is 

to first fit the data to a sinusoidal curve and then use the curve to determine the phase 

of the peak time.  While the results are preliminary, the following plots suggest that 

there is a coast-inland gradient in the hour of maximum precipitable water, with PW 

peaking later for inland areas.   
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Figure 43. Peak time of annual mean diurnal precipitable water 

In general the peak time seems earlier near bodies of water, such as the Pacific 

ocean, Sacramento Delta, Salton Sea and Colorado River, although this could also be 

connected to these all being low elevation sites. 
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Figure 44. Peak time of January-February-March mean diurnal precipitable 
water 
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During the winter season the peak time comes later than it does for the year as 

a whole.  This is possibly because in the winter the precipitable water is responding 

more to transpiration, since the sea breeze influence is minimal in winter. 
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Figure 45. Peak time of April-May-June mean diurnal precipitable water 
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Figure 46. July-August-September mean diurnal precipitable water 
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Figure 47. October-November-December mean diurnal precipitable water 
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4.6 Spectral Analysis of PW time series 

Even a cursory examination of the plots in Appendix. B indicates that many 

sites do show a diurnal dependence of precipitable water when averaged over a long 

time period.  It is also possible that a site may show a diurnal dependence at one time 

of year and not during another.  As discussed before this could be due to seasonal 

changes in synoptic weather, from an active pattern that does not exhibit a systematic 

diurnal variation during the winter to a more passive pattern of summer, where the 

diurnal pattern might be expected to come out of the noise.  An example of a site that 

exhibits such a pattern is blyt, a site in the town of Blythe in the deserts of eastern 

California. Figure 48 shows the mean January-February-March precipitable water for 

blyt, and there is little discernible pattern that can be seen. 

 

Figure 48. Mean JFM precipitable water for site blyt 
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The plot for July-August-September (Figure 49) shows a different story.  Not 

only has the average precipitable water increased dramatically, from a mean of about 

12 mm to a mean of about 31 mm, but now a daily cycle can be seen. 

 

 

Figure 49. Mean JAS precipitable water for site blyt 

The power spectra can be used to investigate the harmonic content of the daily 

precipitable water further.  Since precipitable water is not a random variable from 

measurement-to-measurement, but should change in a continuous fashion it can be 

modelled as an autoregressive type 1 process AR(1).  This allows calculation of a 

theoretical spectrum from the process variance and the lag 1 autocorrelation.  Once the 

theoretical spectrum is known, the spectral amplitude that must be exceeded for a 
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particular significance level can be calculated.  On the power spectra that follow the 

plotted curves correspond to both the theoretical AR(1) spectra and the 95% 

significance level.  To eliminate some of the noise, frequency bins are combined and 

summed as described in [Wilks, 2006].  

When we do this and plot the power spectra for January-February-March and 

July-August-September 2007 for the site blyt, we get the results shown in Figure 50 

and Figure 51.  On these plots the green curve shows the noise level expected for an 

AR(1) system, while the red curve gives the level that must be exceeded for the 95% 

confidence level.  The JFM shows no frequency that rises above the 95% confidence 

level; in fact, none even come close.  In contrast the JAS spectrum has the 1 day-1 

frequency (that is, diurnal) exceeding the 95% threshold. 
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Figure 50. JFM 2007 Power spectrum for site blyt 
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Figure 51. JAS 2007 Power spectrum for site blyt 

There are a wide variety of spectra that are seen when looking at the annual 

and seasonal mean precipitable water.  A site with a relative simple daily cycle is the 

ivco, show in Figure 52.  This is produced by averaging the 3-hourly values over the 

time period of this study, from 2003–2009. 
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Figure 52. Annual averaged diurnal cycle of PW at ivco 

 

The plotted points follow the sinusoidal diurnal curve very well, with the only 

significant difference being at the peak, where it rises a little higher than the sine 

curve.  One would expect the ivco power spectrum to be relatively clear cut also, and 

it is (Figure 53), with only the diurnal cycle rising above the 95% significance level. 
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Figure 53. Power spectrum of precipitable water at ivco 

 

In contrast, consider the mean daily cycle at vtis, one of the sites with the 

smallest fractional diurnal variation, and there is little that looks like a daily cycle at 

all. 
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Figure 54. Mean daily cycle of precipitable water at site vtis 

The power spectrum for this site (Figure 55) shows no frequencies rising above 

the 95% significance level. 
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Figure 55. Power spectrum for site vtis July 2004—June 2005 

In contrast, if we look at the daily cycle for p551, one of the sites with largest 

fractional variation, we definitely see a daily variation, but it doesn’t fit a simple 

sinusoid very well (Figure 56).  The power spectrum (Figure 57) is also more 

complicated and shows not just a diurnal peak, but also a semidiurnal peak.    
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Figure 56. Mean daily precipitable water at site p551 
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Figure 57. 2007 power spectrum for site p551 

The power spectra for other sites can be still more complicated and exhibit 

higher frequency components.  For example, as shown in Figure 58, ecfs exhibits a 

frequency component at 3 day-1. It is difficult to imagine what physical process may 

result in this harmonic, but it may be the result of a nonlinear interaction between 

diurnal and semidiurnal components. 

In general the frequency content of the precipitable water power spectra can 

sometimes be quite complicated and show diurnal, semidiurnal and higher order 

variations. 
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Figure 58. Power spectrum at site ecfs 
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4.7 Conclusions 

Precipitable water calculated from GPS delays reveals that many sites exhibit a 

diurnal cycle of column-integrated water vapor, especially during the summer months, 

when it reaches an amplitude of a few millimeters, usually peaking in mid-afternoon 

and comprising 10% or more of the total precipitable water.  The smallest diurnal 

variations are seen at locations surrounded by or close to coastal waters, while the 

largest are found in transitional mountainous areas.  Proximity to water also seems to 

be a controlling factor in the time of day that precipitable water has its peak value, 

with stations close to bodies of water peaking earlier.  Elevated inland sites have 

complex daily structure to the precipitable water variation, perhaps because they lie on 

the boundary between maritime and continental air masses. 
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Chapter 5 Using GPS PW to Study the Southwestern Monsoon 

5.1 Background 

In recent decades it has become apparent that the North American Monsoon 

system is one of the largest seasonal weather systems to affect the continent.  The 

scope of terminology of the monsoon has expanded over time, with early studies 

referring to the “Arizona Singularity” [Bryson and Lowrey, 1955], and Arizona 

Monsoon, then the Mexican Monsoon [Douglas et al., 1993], Southwest Monsoon and 

now the North American Monsoon [D K Adams and Comrie, 1997; Higgins et al., 

1997],  but with few exceptions the primary studies focused on Arizona and Mexico.  

Actually the monsoon exerts its influence regularly up to the Peninsular Range of 

Southern and Baja California, where thunderstorms are a regular occurrence during 

the months of July, August and early September [Campbell, 1906; Tubbs, 1972].  

While the amount and fraction of the total annual rainfall is smaller west of the 

Colorado River, it still is an important factor in the summertime climate of the 

Southern California deserts and adjacent mountains.  When monsoonal moisture 

arrives on a “Gulf Surge” it is not uncommon for dewpoints in Southeastern California 

to reach levels more typical of places like Key West or Corpus Christi, belying the 

adage that desert heat is a “dry heat” [Brenner, 1974; Fuller and Stensrud, 2000; 

Hales, 1972]. 

A reasonable first question that might be asked is whether or not the monsoon 

extends into California at all.  Monsoons have traditionally been defined by a seasonal 

shift in wind direction [Glickman, 2000; Ramage, 1971].  For the deserts of Southern 
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California reanalysis can help answer the question of wind shift.  Figure 59 and Figure 

60 show the geopotential height contours at the 700 mb (700 hPa) over the 

southwestern region during the months of June and August, from the North American 

Regional Reanalysis (NARR)[Mesinger et al., 2006] and averaged over the 20 year 

period 1990–2009.  The contours show a shift in the geostrophic wind from generally 

southwesterly over the desert regions during the month of June, to a much more 

southerly and southeasterly component during August, associated with building high 

pressure over Arizona and New Mexico, which can be interpreted as a westward 

expansion of the Bermuda High. 

During June the southwesterly winds aloft bring in dry air from the Pacific that 

has descended off the East Pacific High.  This southwesterly flow is associated with 

fair skies and no deep convection over the mountains and desert.  Later in the summer 

season when the flow turns southerly and southeasterly, deep moisture can be advected 

from the Gulf of California and tropical Eastern Pacific, which triggers the onset of the 

monsoon. 

Intrusions of moist air into the Southern California deserts are no doubt 

connected to proximity to the Gulf of California, since it has been shown that sea 

surface temperatures in the Northern Gulf of California may be a controlling factor in 

the onset of the southwestern monsoon [Gao et al., 2007; Grantz et al., 2007; Kim et 

al., 2005; Mitchell et al., 2002], with a threshold temperature of about 29 C needed in 

the northern Gulf. Figure 61 and Figure 62 show sea surface temperatures in the Gulf 

of California prior to the onset of the monsoon and later, after the monsoon is fully 
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developed.  Figure 61 shows that the Gulf sea surface temperature is clearly below the 

threshold on day 172 (the first day of summer), but by day 208 (Figure 62) the 

threshold temperature is exceeded throughout the Gulf. 
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Figure 59.   Composite of 20 year 700 mb geopotential height contours for 
June, showing a primarily southwesterly flow across southeastern 
California. 
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Figure 60. Composite of 20 year 700 mb geopotential height contours for 
August, showing a more southerly flow across southeastern California 
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Figure 61. Early summer sea surface temperature in Gulf of California, 
prior to monsoon onset 
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Figure 62. Sea surface temperatures over the Gulf of California in mid-
summer, after the monsoon has fully developed. 

In other parts of the world, such as the Indian subcontinent, it is standard to use 

observed rainfall as a criterion for monsoon onset.  However, in the desert southwest it 
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is problematic to use such an approach, because the nature of the convection and the 

relative sparse observations make it difficult to ensure that rainfall is being adequately 

sampled.  Nevertheless that was the approach of [Bryson and Lowrey, 1955] in their 

seminal paper on the monsoon.  They defined a “raininess index” which was simply 

the fraction of climatological stations in Arizona that received a trace or more of 

precipitation on a given day.   Their work showed a rapid increase in the raininess 

index after July 1.  Such an approach is more useful for Arizona than it is for 

California because the monsoon rainfall is generally greater there. This can be seen in 

Table 8, which shows monsoon season rainfall over stations in Southern California, 

Nevada and Arizona.  The precipitation at Phoenix is seen to be greater than any 

California site except Mountain Pass, which is at a much higher elevation.  

Nevertheless, it is clear that monsoonal influence is important in California, as can be 

seen by the ratio of rainfall during July and August, during the monsoon season, to 

rainfall in June, prior to the monsoon onset.  The California desert and mountain 

stations have ratios greater than one, indicating monsoonal influence, while San Diego 

(a coastal site), and Bishop (a desert site farther north than the others), have ratios less 

than or equal to one, indicating that monsoon is weak in those areas.  
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Table 8. Southern California Meteorological Stations and Monsoon Diagnostics 

Location Lat. Lon. Elev. Jun.  July  Aug. Jul/Jun Aug/Jun 
(m) (mm) (mm) (mm) Ratio Ratio 

Anza 33.56 -116.68 1193.3 1.8 11.7 14.7 6.6 8.3 
Anza-Borrego S.P. 33.23 -116.41 245.4 0.5 8.4 15.0 16.5 29.5 
Baker 35.27 -116.07 287.1 1.8 4.8 12.2 2.7 6.9 
Barstow 34.88 -117.02 707.1 1.3 5.8 5.6 4.6 4.4 
Bishop 37.37 -118.37 1253.0 5.3 4.3 3.3 0.8 0.6 
Blythe 33.62 -114.60 81.7 0.8 4.6 16.5 6.0 21.7 
Brawley 32.95 -115.55 -30.5 0.3 1.8 10.7 7.0 42.0 
Campo 32.62 -116.47 801.6 2.3 7.4 14.0 3.2 6.1 
Cuyamaca 32.98 -116.58 1414.3 6.9 10.9 23.6 1.6 3.4 
El Centro 32.77 -115.57 -9.1 0.3 1.5 8.1 6.0 32.0 
Idyllwild 33.75 -116.72 1639.8 5.8 19.8 24.1 3.4 4.1 
Las Vegas 36.07 -115.16 649.5 2.0 11.2 11.4 5.5 5.6 
Laughlin 35.17 -114.58 184.4 1.8 6.9 11.2 3.9 6.3 
Mojave 35.05 -118.16 833.6 1.3 4.1 6.9 3.2 5.4 
Needles 34.76 -114.62 278.6 1.0 8.1 17.8 8.0 17.5 
Mountain Pass 35.47 -115.54 1441.7 6.4 24.6 30.2 3.9 4.8 
Ocotillo 32.75 -116.00 125.0 2.0 8.4 11.9 4.1 5.9 
Palm Springs 33.83 -116.50 129.5 1.3 4.8 10.2 3.8 8.0 

Palomar Mountain 33.38 -116.83 1691.6 4.6 10.7 23.1 2.3 5.1 
Phoenix 33.43 -112.02 337.1 2.3 25.1 23.9 11.0 10.4 

San Diego 32.73 -117.17 4.0 2.3 0.8 2.3 0.3 1.0 

Thermal 33.63 -116.17 -34.1 0.5 4.8 9.4 9.5 18.5 

Yuma MCAS 32.65 -114.62 64.9 0.3 5.8 13.5 23.0 53.0 
 

Later researchers used a dewpoint criterion [Skindlov, 2007] for monsoon onset 

instead of a raininess index, and it’s clear from dewpoint data that the Southern 

California deserts fall within the monsoon region.  Figure 63–Figure 66 show 

comparisons of the dewpoints in Phoenix, Arizona and El Centro, California over the 

monsoon seasons of 2006–2009.   
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Figure 63. Daily averaged dewpoints for El Centro and Phoenix during 
monsoon time period of 2006.  Monsoon threshold is shown as dotted line. 

 

Figure 64. Daily averaged dewpoints for El Centro and Phoenix during 
monsoon time period of 2007.  Monsoon threshold is shown as dotted line. 
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Figure 65. Daily averaged dewpoints for El Centro and Phoenix during 
monsoon time period of 2008.  Monsoon threshold is shown as dotted line. 

  

Figure 66. Daily averaged dewpoints for El Centro and Phoenix during 
monsoon time period of 2009.  Monsoon threshold is shown as dotted line. 
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The dewpoint curves are remarkably similar for each year, despite the 

measurements being taken over 300 kilometers apart.  Many signature peaks and 

valleys, corresponding to monsoon moisture waxing and waning, can be seen.  

Generally the dewpoints are higher at El Centro than at Phoenix, showing clearly that 

the monsoon influence extends into California, even if monsoon rainfall is more 

prevalent in Arizona. 

As an alternative to conventional weather station-based precipitation or 

humidity observations, an analysis of precipitable water from GPS time delays is used 

here to investigate the western limits of the southwest monsoon.  The GPS 

observations provide high spatial resolution from over 500 sites in California and 

Nevada with readings at 3-hourly intervals.  This database was created using hourly 

GPS zenith delays archived by the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array Center 

[SOPAC]. Temperature and pressure were obtained from the 32 km resolution North 

American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) data and interpolated to the GPS sites.  We 

have also generated an hourly database by interpolating the 3-hourly NARR values to 

intermediate hours.  These databases provide a record of atmospheric water vapor at 

higher temporal and considerably high spatial resolution than can be obtained from 

radiosonde data.  For this particular study the GPS sites in the desert region are shown 

in Figure 72.  The type of insight that can be obtained into the monsoon onset from 

this database is illustrated in Figure 67 and Figure 68, which shows two precipitable 

water images of the region from 36 days apart.  The first image, Figure 67, shows dry 

conditions over the entire region July 13, 2007 just prior to the monsoon onset, while 
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Figure 68, an image from July 14, 2007 shows high precipitable water beginning to 

move into far southeastern California, the final image, Figure 69, shows a fully 

developed monsoon over southeastern California and southern Nevada.  Although the 

very highest values of precipitable water are found in the Imperial Valley, moisture has 

increased over much of California and Nevada with a pronounced northwest to 

southeast gradient. 
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Figure 67. Water vapor image on July 13, 2007, prior to the onset of the 
monsoon. 
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Figure 68. Water vapor image on July 14, 2007, showing monsoon onset in 
the southeastern deserts of California 
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Figure 69. Water vapor image on August 1, 2007, showing fully developed 
monsoon in the southeastern deserts of California 
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5.2 Precipitable Water Statistical Distribution of Monsoonal Sites 

As noted in Chapter 3 statistical distributions of monsoonal sites are known to 

be bimodal.  No previous studies have been done on the precipitable water 

distributions associated with the North American Monsoon, so it was not clear at the 

outset whether or not bimodal characteristics would be seen.  A qualitative 

examination of more than 500 GPS sites in California and Nevada revealed that sites 

in the monsoon had either a clear bimodal nature or at least an enhancement of the 

high-end tail of the distribution (a “shoulder”) (see Figure 70). 
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Figure 70. Distribution of precipitable water for GPS site iid2 (in the 
Imperial Valley of southeastern California) with fit to lognormal 

distribution.  Disagreement between fit and measurement histogram at high 
end indicates monsoonal influence 

The results were surprisingly clear.  Of the 514 sites examined, 101 of them, or 

19.6%, were found to deviate away from a simple lognormal distribution by having an 

enhancement of the tail of the distribution.  With a single exception every one of those 

sites fell into the South Coast Drainage or Southeast Desert Basin climate divisions of 

California, or the Extreme Southern climate division of Nevada.  In other words, all 

were from southernmost climate divisions and presumably are ones that most come 

under the influence of the North American Monsoon during the summer months.    
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The shape of the precipitable water probability distribution appears to be an excellent 

way of identifying monsoonal regions.   

To be more useful as a criterion for distinguishing between monsoonal and 

non-monsoonal distributions it would be good to have a quantity that could be 

objectively calculated.  One measure of the bimodality of a distribution that can be 

written in terms of the kurtosis k, skewness s, and number of observations n is[SAS, 

2008]: 
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If this easily calculated quantity allows us to distinguish between monsoonal 

and non-monsoonal stations just by a simple calculation based on the statistical 

distribution of precipitable water values for a location it can be thought of as a 

possible “monsoon index.” Higher values should be obtained for stations where the 

monsoon exhibits a greater influence, and lesser values for stations away from the 

monsoon region.  Figure 71 is a plot of b and shows the highest values (greater than 

0.4) are indeed found in the monsoon regions, with values decreasing away from the 

monsoon region.  Thus we conclude that b serves as a useful measure of the monsoon 

nature of a particular station. 
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Figure 71. Monsoonal GPS sites determined by statistical distribution 
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Figure 72. Map showing GPS sites used in this paper. The starred sites are 
used in the transect study of monsoon onset.  
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5.3 Methodology 

Experts have debated the best way to characterize the onset and retreat of the 

North American Monsoon.  Various criteria have been proposed, including ones based 

on rainfall, dewpoint, and integrated column water vapor or “precipitable water.”  A 

criterion based on rainfall is perhaps most practical in terms of a forecasting 

viewpoint, since the public has a strong interest in knowing when summer 

thunderstorms may occur for business planning, recreation, and safety, as well as just 

general interest.  There are impracticalities associated with such an approach, since it 

is dependent on rainfall catching in gauges that may be very sparse in the harsh desert 

environment. 

Dewpoint criteria have proven very useful, and this is the approach that was 

taken by forecasters in the Phoenix and Tucson offices of the National Weather 

Service for a number of years, where the criteria has been three consecutive days of 

dewpoint of 12.8°C (55°F) or greater at Phoenix.  One problem with dewpoint criteria 

is that they are dependent on the elevation of the observing station, since higher 

stations typically have lower dewpoints.  In fact the National Weather Service 

recognized this and set the monsoon onset criterion slightly differently for Tucson, 

which is at a slightly higher elevation than Phoenix, at three days with dewpoints of 

12.2°C (54°F) or higher. 

Another problem with dewpoint criteria is that they may not reflect the 

presence (or lack of) deeper moisture.  It is not uncommon to see very shallow 

intrusions of high dewpoint air into the Imperial Valley without accompanying 
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thunderstorm activity over nearby mountains, because the moist layer is so shallow.  

[Ellis et al., 2004] have combined dewpoint and precipitation into a single monsoon 

criterion that offers a regional approach to monsoon onset and retreat, but may be less 

useful when applied locally.  An improvement over dewpoint may be the integrated 

water vapor or “precipitable water.”  In recent years GPS zenith delay measurements 

of precipitable water have greatly increased the availability, both spatially and 

temporally, of precipitable water data.  This has prompted some researchers to suggest 

that precipitable water can be used instead of dewpoint, with one suggestion being that 

onset be associated with the first of at least three consecutive days with precipitable 

water over 30 mm.  In fact such a criterion yields very similar results when applied to 

central Arizona as does the dewpoint criterion, with the added guarantee that when the 

precipitable water criterion is met there will certainly be sufficient atmospheric 

moisture to generate convection—whether or not precipitation is observed in what 

may be sparsely distributed gauges.   

Precipitable water, being the amount of water vapor in the air above the 

observation point, is subject to one of the same kind of shortcomings as is dewpoint—

its value depends upon the elevation of the observation point, as higher elevations will 

necessarily have less atmosphere, and hence less water vapor, above them.  A way 

around this shortcoming has been suggested by [Zeng and Lu, 2004], who define a 

Normalized Precipitable Water Index (NPWI) 
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Where  and  are the maximum and minimum of the daily 

averaged precipitable water at a location.  This removes some of the dependence of 

precipitable water on location and elevation, since it normalizes the range of the 

variable from a minimum of  near zero to a maximum on the order of one (values of 

one can be exceeded for particular days that exceed the maximum daily average 

value).  As an example of the utility of the NPWI, Figure 73 shows the actual 

precipitable water value and the NPWI for four sites along a southeast-northwest 

transect across the Imperial Valley during the months of July and August 2007.  The 

similarity between the curves at the different sites is striking, and is made even more 

so by looking at the NPWI rather than the actual value of precipitable water.  This 

demonstrates that the NPWI removes most of the artifact of elevation—these curves 

are very similar in shape and magnitude, despite an almost 600 meter difference in 

elevation between the highest and lowest stations (see Table 9) 

min

max min

PW PW
NPWI

PW PW






maxPW minPW
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Table 9. Imperial Valley GPS sites used in study of monsoon onset propagation. 

Site Latitude Longitude Elevation (m) Distance between sites 
(km) 

iid2 32.71 -115.03 44 

77.3 

61.6 

glrs 33.27 -115.52 -15. 

cact 33.66 -115.99 551 

47.7 

widc 33.93 -116.39 477 
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Figure 73. Top figure shows time series of GPS precipitable water at four 
sites in Southeastern California for July and August 2007.  Bottom figure 

shows the Normalized Precipitable Water Index (NPWI) at same sites.  
NPWI has smaller spread than actual precipitable water. 

 

Such an approach has been used to define monsoon onset and retreat, for it 

allows a criterion that is independent of elevation for a particular geographic area. The 

same criterion has proved to be useful for defining monsoon onset and retreat in vastly 
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different basins, from the prototypical Indian monsoon, with a mean value of 

precipitable water of 77 mm, to the much drier monsoon in Arizona, with a mean 

value of precipitable water of 45 mm [Zeng and Lu, 2004].  The actual criterion 

suggested by Zeng and Lu, was something of an intuitive leap, defined as monsoon 

onset when NPWI exceeded the “golden ratio” of 0.618 for three consecutive days, 

with the first such day defining the onset.  The monsoon retreat is defined similarly, as 

the first of three consecutive days with an NPWI less than the 0.618. 

Since the onset definition based on the NPWI has proven to be remarkably 

robust worldwide, that is the approach used here, since we have this database of 

precipitable water values, but first it is appropriate to determine whether it gives 

similar results to a criterion based on dewpoint. To evaluate this, NPWI from GPS site 

P496 is compared with dewpoint from El Centro, located 10. kilometers from P496.  

The four plots Figure 74, Figure 75, Figure 76, and Figure 77 show daily averaged 

dewpoint at El Centro and normalized precipitable water index (NPWI) at nearby GPS 

station P496 for 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009.  The plots are scaled so that the 

horizontal gridline that shows the threshold for monsoon onset in terms of 

12.8dT C   (on left axis) and the horizontal gridline that shows the precipitable water 

threshold for monsoon onset, 0.618NPWI   (on right axis), are coincident.  If these 

criteria are functionally equivalent the dewpoint curve and precipitable water curve 

will cross the gridline at the same time (each threshold requires 3 days of exceedance). 

Despite being from slightly different locations, measuring somewhat different 

quantities, and with different sampling frequencies, the curves are very similar.  This 
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demonstrates that NPWI provides approximately equivalent measures of monsoon 

onset as the surface dewpoint. 

 

Figure 74. Daily averaged dewpoint at El Centro (black) and normalized 
precipitable water index (NPWI) (blue) at nearby GPS station P496 for 

2006. Plot is scaled vertically so the horizontal gridline shows threshold for 
monsoon onset in terms of dewpoint = 12.8 C (on left axis) and NPWI = 

0.6 (on right axis), are coincident. 
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Figure 75. Daily averaged dewpoint (black) at El Centro and normalized 
precipitable water index (NPWI) (blue) at nearby GPS station P496 for 

2007 

 

Figure 76. Daily averaged dewpoint (black) at El Centro and normalized 
precipitable water index (NPWI) (blue) at nearby GPS station P496 for 

2008 
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Figure 77. Daily averaged dewpoint (black) at El Centro and normalized 
precipitable water index (NPWI) (blue) at nearby GPS station P496 for 

2009.  

 

5.4 Climatology of Monsoon Duration 

Using GPS zenith delays obtained from the Scripps Orbit and Permanent Array 

Center (SOPAC), we have constructed a 3-hourly database of precipitable water values 

for over 500 GPS sites, mostly in California and Nevada, for the time period 2003-

2009.  The construction of the database is described in Chapter 2.  From this database 

were extracted those sites included within the National Climatic Data Center’s 

Southeast Desert climate division, and then from those sites were selected a subset 

using only those sites that had a record of greater than 95% temporal coverage over 

the period.  This yielded 40 GPS sites with very complete records of observations, 

which were further culled down to 25 sites by examining the gaps in each site’s 

record, and rejecting sites with large gaps during the summer season. 
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For each of these sites, the average monsoon onset, retreat, and duration (time 

between onset and retreat) were calculated, and the results are given in Table 2. 

 

Table 10. GPS sites used in this study and their monsoon onset, retreat and 
duration determined from seven year GPS precipitable water data. 

Site Latitude Longitude Elevation 
(meters) 

Mean 
Onset 

Mean 
Retreat 

Means 
Duration 

crrs 33.07 -115.74 -48 195 233 39 

mvfd 33.21 -116.53 1222 195 229 35 

cotd 33.73 -116.39 60 196 218 23 

dssc 33.73 -116.71 1692 195 229 35 

bemt 34.00 -116.00 1405 195 218 24 

msob 34.23 -117.21 1765 195 218 24 

bmhl 34.25 -116.05 754 195 218 24 

sdhl 34.26 -116.28 866 195 218 24 

ldes 34.27 -116.43 1009 195 218 24 

opbl 34.37 -115.92 1258 195 229 35 

tabl 34.38 -117.68 2259 195 214 20 
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Table 10. (cont.) GPS sites used in this study and their monsoon onset, retreat 
and duration determined from seven year GPS precipitable water data. 

Site Latitude Longitude Elevation 
(meters) 

Onset Retreat Duration 

opcl 34.43 -116.31 1344 195 218 24 

avry 34.47 -117.15 920 195 218 24 

pbpp 34.51 -117.92 934 195 213 19 

agmt 34.59 -116.43 1369 195 218 24 

ldsw 34.70 -116.21 672 195 218 24 

hcmn 34.75 -116.43 600 195 218 24 

troy 34.84 -116.53 645 195 218 24 

rstp 34.88 -118.19 745 195 213 19 

bsry 34.92 -117.01 645 195 218 24 

phlb 34.93 -117.69 918 195 214 20 

cccc 35.57 -117.67 844 195 215 21 

shos 35.97 -116.30 612 195 216 22 

ryan 36.32 -116.65 1315 196 215 20 
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The first thing to notice about the average monsoon onset date is how small the 

variation is from site-to-site, only varying between day of year 195 and 196.  The 

small variation could be an accident of the short duration of the data set (only seven 

years), but the same is not seen for the date of the monsoon retreat, which varies from 

day 213 to day 233.  This large variation in end date results in a similarly large 

variation in monsoon duration.  Generally, the  monsoon retreat is seen earlier in sites 

that are farther north and west, resulting in longer monsoon duration to the south and 

east, as might be expected with the moisture source lying in that direction. 

The results can be seen in Figure 78 through Figure 81, which show fairly 

strong correlations between latitude and longitude and monsoon duration and retreat, 

only very weak correlations are seen between latitude and longitude and onset and 

those plots are not shown. 

The results demonstrate that monsoon onset is a more sudden and dramatic 

event than monsoon retreat, with monsoonal moisture flooding northward in a single, 

rapid surge perhaps associated with an easterly wave [J L Adams and Stensrud, 2007], 

while the retreat is a process that takes some time, with moisture slowly ebbing back 

toward the south with the northward and eastward edges first to be depleted. 
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Figure 78. Average monsoon duration from NPWI as a function of latitude 
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Figure 79. Average monsoon duration from NPWI as a function of 
longitude 
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Figure 80. Average monsoon retreat from NPWI as a function of latitude 
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Figure 81. Average monsoon retreat from NPWI as a function of longitude 
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5.5 Propagation of Monsoon Onset 

The rather sudden character of the monsoon onset means that the moisture 

front associated with onset must propagate fairly rapidly from south to north.  

Although the archived zenith delays are tabulated every hour, we have only calculated 

the precipitable water at three hour intervals, since station pressure and temperature 

are calculated from the North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR) [Mesinger et 

al., 2006] and it is also tabulated at three hour intervals.  This somewhat limits the 

ability to resolve a rapidly propagating moisture front between nearby sites, but for 

this study of monsoon onset propagation the NARR data has been interpolated to 

hourly.  A map of isochrones of an advancing gulf surge given in [Brenner, 1974] 

suggests that the speed may vary depending on interaction with the terrain—speeding 

up in low friction areas while slowing down in more complex terrain.  In the [Brenner, 

1974] study the surge studied was observed at Yuma, then at Phoenix and Thermal 

three hours later, suggesting a relatively fast passage across the lower Colorado River 

Valley, while the isochrones north of Thermal are much more densely packed 

suggesting that the surge had slowed down.  Even the higher speed seen farther south 

suggests that it should be possible to observe the moisture advance. 

To examine this four GPS sites were chosen along a southeast to northwest 

transect through the Imperial Valley, so that the monsoon onset could be examined 

along the transect.  This allows any systematic variation in the onset time to be seen if 

it is possible to resolve the propagation of the monsoon moisture front.  The total 
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length of the transect is about 186 km.  Table 9 gives the location information for the 

sites and the distance between adjacent sites. 

Data from all these sites is not available for every year of the record, so only 

those years for which each of the four sites contained the monsoon onset: 2003, 2004, 

2006 and 2007 are used.  The results are shown in Figure 82—Figure 85.  Note that 

the time scales are different on each plot, this was done because some time periods 

have more variations than others and the same time span would not capture all the 

details of the onset. 

For year 2007, the maps of precipitable water in Figure 67 and Figure 68 show 

the onset appears quite clearly, with a dramatic increase appearing on July 14, and 

indicating the source of the atmospheric moisture was to the southeast. 

 

Figure 82. 2003 Monsoon onset for four sites in the Imperial Valley, 
Southeastern California.  
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Figure 83. 2004 Monsoon onset for four sites in the Imperial Valley, 
Southeastern California.  
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Figure 84. 2006 Monsoon onset for four sites in the Imperial Valley, 
Southeastern California.  

 

 

Figure 85.  2007 Monsoon onset for four sites in the Imperial Valley, 
Southeastern California.  
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On each plot the threshold onset criterion is plotted as a horizontal line.  There 

are several examples of “false” onsets, during which the NPWI exceeded the 

threshold, but failed to sustain that level for the three day minimum requirement.  

Some of the onsets are quite dramatic, showing a large increase in precipitable water 

over a short time span. Each plot shows the southeasternmost station experiencing the 

onset first—in fact, this holds for the false onsets also.  Generally the onset can be 

seen to occur later at the more northwestward stations, more or less in the GPS site 

order (see Figure 72 for location of GPS sites) iid2-glrs-cact-widc, but at times it is 

difficult to see any time difference between nearby stations, suggesting that there is 

geographical complexity to the moisture field, and also the 1 hour samples may be too 

coarse to resolve the onset passage for nearby stations. 

Of the four cases, at least one appears to be associated with the northern 

extension of a tropical easterly wave passing through the area.  This seems to have 

occurred during the very sharp onset in 2007, shown in Figure 85.  Satellite imagery 

taken about that time show middle and high clouds over northern Baja California and 

Southern California (see Figure 88), and Base Reflectivity loops from the San Diego 

NEXRAD show a line of weak echoes propagating westward across the region.  These 

echoes were probably from virga falling from mid-level clouds, since measurable rain 

was not reported at the time. 

Using the North American Regional Reanalysis we have formed 700 mb 

geopotential height composites from six years of monsoon onset dates as determined 

from the southernmost GPS sites.  The composite for 3 days prior to the monsoon 
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onset is shown in Figure 86 and for the monsoon onset day in Figure 87.  Over the 

span of the four day sequence 700mb heights have increased 4–6 meters and the flow 

has shifted from southwest/southerly over southern California to a much more 

southeasterly flow.  This building and strengthening westward of upper level high 

pressure that has its origins in the Bermuda High is what initiates the monsoon in 

California. 
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Figure 86. Six year 700 mb reanalysis composite of 3 days prior to 
monsoon onset 
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Figure 87. Six year 700 mb reanalysis composite of monsoon onset day 

 
5.6 Conclusions 

GPS precipitable water measurements indicate that the Southern California 

deserts experience a large increase in atmospheric water vapor associated with the 

North American Monsoon, which traditionally has been described in its core region of 

Mexico, Arizona and New Mexico.  The seven-year 2003–2009 climatology of 

precipitable water indicates that the monsoon comes on suddenly at nearly the same 

time across the desert region, with moisture increasing two- to four-fold in just a few 
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days.  The onset is often associated with a particular synoptic event, such as the 

passage of a tropical easterly wave across the region.  In individual years the GPS 

precipitable water measurements show that the moisture front propagated 

northwestward over a time period of a day or less.  In contrast to the onset, the retreat 

of the monsoon during the 2003–2009 time period was more gradual, with the 

monsoonal moisture leaving northern and western regions first and southern and 

eastern regions days or weeks later. 

 

 

Figure 88. GOES visible satellite image showing middle and upper 
cloudiness associated with monsoon onset in Southeastern California. 
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Chapter 6 Landward Penetration of Atmospheric Rivers 

6.1 Introduction 

It has been found that much of the atmospheric transport of water vapor 

between low and high latitudes takes place in narrow bands that have been termed 

“atmospheric rivers.” These features are usually many times longer than they are wide, 

and it is believed that more than 90% of the meridional atmospheric water vapor 

transport is contained in them [Newell and Zhu, 1994; Newell et al., 1992; Ralph et al., 

2004; Zhu and Newell, 1994; 1998].  An atmospheric river is defined from its 

presentation on the integrated water vapor channel of the SSM/I satellite (or 

equivalent) as being > 2000 km long, < 1000 km wide and having precipitable water > 

20 mm within that region[Neiman et al., 2008; Ralph et al., 2004].  

The technique described in this document provides for the first time high 

resolution plots of precipitable water on land, which can yield insights into both 

precipitating and non-precipitating systems.  It offers an advantage over GOES 

sounder images in that it can be made in all weather conditions, and it complements 

SSM/I water vapor images because it is able to determine precipitable water over land 

surfaces, while the SSM/I only works over bodies of water [Ralph et al., 2011; B L 

Smith et al., 2010; Wick et al., 2008].  As an example of how this might be applied, 

Figure 89 shows precipitable water images of a baroclinic system which caused severe 

flooding in Northern California on February 16, 2004.  The system was characterized 

as an “atmospheric river,” because of the relatively narrow band of high moisture 

content air that arises from a connection between the deep tropics and the mid-

latitudes.  The image on the left shows the structure of the river impinging on the 
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coastline, but previously the observations available were inadequate to determine what 

happened over land. The image on the right of Figure 89 shows the NARR GPS 

precipitable water image constructed from values at 292 stations in California and 

Nevada during the day of the storm, and clearly indicates that the same high water 

vapor content air has spread from the Eastern Pacific onto Central California. 

 

 

Figure 89. The plot on left is an SSM/I PW image that shows an 
atmospheric river connecting the tropics to the California coastline.  The 

plot on the right shows an enhanced area of PW on GPS image for 
approximately the same time. 

 

One limitation of precipitable water measurements over land, as opposed to 

SSM/I measurements over the ocean, is that since the precipitable water depends upon 

the air column above a point it is highly dependent on the elevation of the point.  Since 

the topography of California is so varied, this can obscure the areal fluctuations in 
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water vapor, since topographic highs will necessarily be low in precipitable water, 

while topographically low areas may or may not have high precipitable water. 

Additionally the frequency of atmospheric rivers varies with latitude, with 

northern areas having more frequent exposure to atmospheric rivers than southern 

areas.  When atmospheric rivers do affect the northern areas they produce some of the 

largest precipitable waters that these areas experience, since these same areas see 

much less frequent intrusions of tropical air during the summer (from the monsoon or 

other sources). Figure 90 is a plot that shows the percentage of atmospheric river 

events during the 100 largest precipitable water events that occurred during the time 

period 2003–2008, which we have obtained from [Dettinger et al., 2011].  The plot 

shows the greater influence of atmospheric river events from approximately San 

Francisco Bay northward, particularly concentrated in the coastal regions. 
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Figure 90. Percentage of 100 highest precipitable water events during 
2003–2008 produced by atmospheric rivers 

In order to better understand the inland penetration of atmospheric river 

moisture, in addition to considering the magnitude of the precipitable water directly, 

two indices are employed that are relatively independent of site elevation: the 

normalized precipitable water index defined in Section 5.3, and another index we call 

Zlog that is similar to ZPW that we defined in Section 3.1, but in this case the 

precipitable water is transformed to more clearly approximate a normal distribution.  

These elevation-independent measures provide a clearer description of the inland 
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penetration of atmospheric river moisture. In the sections that follow we examine 

these measures for a number of atmospheric river events that have been chosen 

because descriptions of them already appear in the literature. 

6.2 Atmospheric River of February 16-18, 2004 

The atmospheric river of February 16–18, 2004 primarily affected Northern 

California.  It produced flooding on the Russian River, north of San Francisco, with 

some sites in the Russian River basin receiving more than 10 inches of rain during the 

three day period[Ralph et al., 2006]. 

SSM/I images of the storm, shown in Figure 91 and in close-up in Figure 92, 

show a relatively narrow band of moist air connecting Northern California to the 

tropics near Hawaii. The image from February 16 shows the atmospheric river at 

landfall with precipitable water of about 25 mm, but with values exceeding 30 mm not 

far offshore and approaching 40 mm farther to the southwest. 

Figure 93 shows GPS precipitable water values at the peak of the atmospheric 

river event.  The magnitudes are comparable to what is seen in the SSM/I images, with 

peak values that are comparable to what is seen in the SSM/I images.  Values 

exceeding 30 mm are seen in the San Francisco Bay area and inland in the Sacramento 

valley.  The spatial extent of the atmospheric river appears comparable to what is seen 

in the SSM/I image also, with highest values from Central California northward. 
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Figure 91. SSM/I Image of atmospheric river impinging on California 
February 16, 2004 
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Figure 92. Close-up of atmospheric river shown in Figure 91 
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Figure 93. GPS precipitable water values at peak of atmospheric river 
event 

As another way of examining the inland transgression of the atmospheric river, 

we would like to use a normalized statistic like Zpw that we defined in 3.2, however 

since we found that the distribution of precipitable water is not normal, but lognormal, 

we must form the Z-statistic based on the natural logarithm of the precipitable water 

rather than the precipitable water itself, this will ensure that the Z-statistic will then be 

normally distributed and allow a direct comparison between different sites. 
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We define our new Z-statistic as 

 

 

A transect for examining Zlog was chosen that lie roughly along the southwest 

to northeast axis of the atmospheric river.  The sites we have chosen are from varying 

climatic and topographic provinces: FARB is the southwestern most, lying in the 

Farralon Islands offshore from San Francisco and is located near sea level; ORVB is a 

station at Oroville Dam, in the Sacramento climate division in the foothills east of the 

Sacramento Valley, at an altitude of 370 meters; SHIN is an altitude of 1400 meters, 

and is located in the town of Litchfield in far eastern California in the Northeast 

Interior Basins climate division; UPSA is near Fallon, Nevada at an altitude of 1260 

meters in the Northwestern climate division. 

The results at all stations show an increase in moisture associated with the 

atmospheric river, with the greatest value at the coastal site, which experienced a peak 

at over two standard deviations above the mean.  Inland sites did not see as large an 

increase, but the increase caused by the atmospheric river still brought values at 

between one and two standard deviations above the mean, with this increase occurring 

up to one half day later than what was seen at the coast.  High values persisted 

throughout the event at all sites except UPSA, which was the farthest inland.  After the 

event was over there was a dramatic drying at all sites, which was earliest again at the 
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coastal site FARB  For this case we would conclude that the event was seen far inland, 

but with somewhat lessened effect. 

 

Figure 94. Normalized precipitable water for February 2004 event 
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Figure 95. Zlog time series for a cross-section through the atmospheric river 

6.3 Atmospheric River of March 21-22, 2005 

The atmospheric river event of March 21–22, 2005 was notable for the stable 

isotope studies carried out on this storm [Coplen et al., 2008; Yoshimura et al., 2010] 

Figure 96 shows a SSM/I water vapor image of the event, with a close-up in 

Figure 97.  Precipitable water values in the 23-30 mm range are seen along the 

California coastline from approximately Pt. Conception northward and this is 
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comparable to what was seen in the GPS precipitable water, with peak values of about 

30 mm 

Figure 98 shows a lobe of relatively high precipitable water extending into 

southwestern Nevada, and this is also seen in the NPWI plot of Figure 99, which 

shows some values exceeding 0.75.  To examine this further Figure 100 shows a time 

series cross-section of Zlog  from Tajuiguas in coastal Santa Barbara County, Los 

Alamos and Los Olivos in the coastal mountains of Santa Barbara County, and onto 

Dyer, in Esmerelda County Nevada near the border with California.  The graph shows 

fairly modest increases in atmospheric moisture at all locations, with the sites in Santa 

Barbara County having peak values of 1.3-1.5 standard deviations greater than normal, 

while the site in Nevada also increases but only reaches about 0.8 standard deviations 

greater than normal, with the increase being slower and the peak occurring later than 

at the coastal locations. 
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Figure 96. Atmospheric river moving into California 
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Figure 97. Close-up of atmospheric river event of March 22, 2005  
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Figure 98. Peak extent of March 2005 atmospheric river 
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Figure 99. NPWI for March 2005 event 
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Figure 100. Zlog time series for a cross-section through the atmospheric river 
of March 2005 

6.4 Atmospheric River of December 30-31 2005 

The storms of late December 30-31, 2005 caused extensive flooding and 

damage in California.  A cold front with a deep tropical connection and strong winds 

aloft produced heavy orographic rainfall in Northern California, with the heavy 

precipitation extending into Nevada (see Figure 101, from the California Nevada 

River Forecast Center [CNRFC]).  The SSM/I water vapor image (Figure 102 and 

Figure 103) show a large atmospheric river with precipitable water values exceeding 

35 mm striking Northern California.  The high moisture content, in combination with a 
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strong orographic flow (winds at 700 mb exceeding 140 kilometers per hour) were 

very efficient at producing precipitation, which fell almost entirely as rain except on 

the very highest peaks, due to the tropical nature of the air mass.  Generally dry 

conditions prior to this storm kept flooding from being much worse than it was, but it 

was still bad enough that damage from flooding for the late December/early January 

storms was estimated at $300 million [Parrett and Hunrichs]. 

The high moisture content of the atmospheric river in Northern California was 

also seen in the GPS precipitable water values from that time period.  Many sites had 

precipitable water exceeding 30 mm, with a few sites exceeding 35 mm.  The highest 

value was observed at the site p200 at 12Z on December 31, when the precipitable 

water reached 36.5 mm.  

The somewhat unusual “spillover” [Kaplan et al., 2009; Underwood et al., 

2009] of rainfall into Nevada suggests that this storm may have brought unusually 

high values for precipitable water there, and Figure 104 shows precipitable water 

values in excess of 20 mm extending into Nevada. Values of the normalized 

precipitable water index for this storm are shown in Figure 105.  Figure 105 shows 

enhanced values of precipitable water with the NPWI greater than 0.75 in Western 

Nevada from the area of Lake Tahoe north to the state border. 

To examine this further a time series of Zlog was constructed for four sites, 

from west to east: p200, a low elevation site near Sonoma; shin, a site at 1400 meters 

elevation near the town of Litchfield in eastern California; shld, a site at 1480 meters 

elevation near the town of Denio in Nevada; and upsa, a site at 1260 meters elevation 
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near Fallon, Nevada.  The time series of Zlog shows the greatest increase for the near-

coast site p200, but all sites show an increase associated with the atmospheric river 

moisture.  At p200 the increase is substantial, reaching 2.4 standard deviations above 

the mean, while the smallest maximum is at shld and reaches a more modest 1.3 

standard deviations.  Except for the magnitude, the shape of all the curves is similar, 

with only a small delay from west to east. 
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Figure 101. December 31, 2005 rainfall (inches) 
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Figure 102. Large atmospheric river striking California December 30, 2005 
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Figure 103. Close-up of December 2005 atmospheric river 
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Figure 104. GPS precipitable water image of the atmospheric river event of 
December 2005 
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Figure 105. NPWI for December 2005 event 
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Figure 106. Zlog time series for a cross-section through the atmospheric river 
of December 2005 

 

6.5 Atmospheric River of February 8-11, 2007 

This atmospheric river persisted for several days during the February 8-11, 

2007 time period, with the moist flow alternating its concentration between Northern 

and Central California.  Figure 106 and Figure 107 show SSM/I images of the event, 

with the moisture concentrated from just south of Point Conception to far Northern 

California.  Precipitable water as indicated by SSM/I was in the 25 to 30 mm range, 

with peak values right along the coast.  Similar magnitude and geographical 

distribution is seen in the GPS precipitable water image of Figure 109, with deep 
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moisture extending into the interior as far as the central valley and Sierra Nevada 

foothills. 

 

Figure 107. Atmospheric river affecting California Feburary 9, 2007 
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Figure 108. Close-up of February 2007 atmospheric river 
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Figure 109. GPS precipitable water image of the atmospheric river of 
February 2007 
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Looking at the normalized precipitable water index in Figure 110 we see a 

similar distribution to what the absolute magnitude shows, but here we see enhanced 

levels of NPWI extending all the way to the border with Nevada, and moderately 

enhanced NPWI in northeastern Nevada. 

 

Figure 110. NPWI for February 10, 2007 

The time series of Zlog in Figure 111 shows that the moisture at p200, which is 

initially more than one standard deviation above normal, drops dramatically on 

February 8, as does the moisture at the other sites, and in the case of shld in western 

Nevada it drops to more than one standard deviation below normal.  The decrease in 

moisture is associated with the atmospheric river’s extent temporarily shrinking and 
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retreating to the south. Later on February 8 the moisture rapidly rises again, and 

eventually reaches values of about 1.8 at p200 and about 1.0 or a little more at all the 

other sites.  The values of Zlog are not particularly large for the inland sites and 

indicate that this event was not very strong on the east side of the Sierra Nevada. 

 

Figure 111. Zlog time series for a cross-section through the atmospheric river 
of February 2007 

 

6.6 Atmospheric River of January 3-5, 2008 

The cold front and associated atmospheric river of January 3–5, 2008 produced 

widespread heavy rain, winds, and snow in the Sierra Nevada[H NWS, 2008; S F 
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NWS, 2008].  Lower elevation rainfall totals were generally above 10 cm, with some 

foothill locations receiving as much as 25 cm and even 40 cm at one location in 

Monterey County, and snowfall of 2.5 meters on the Southern Sierra crest.  Winds 

associated with the storm caused widespread damage, with the strongest winds from 

the south, with peak gusts of over 160 kilometers per hour.  

SSM/I water vapor images show the core of the atmospheric river containing 

precipitable water approaching 30 mm, while GPS precipitable water measurements 

peaked at more than 35 mm at the site p242.  While this is more this is about 15% 

greater than what was observed by SSM/I, it seems reasonable considering the copious 

rainfall produced by this storm system. 
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Figure 112. Atmospheric river continuing to affect California, January 4, 
2008 
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Figure 113. The atmospheric river of January 2008 
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The inland penetration of this system can be seen in the normalized 

precipitable water image of Figure 114, which shows elevated values in the Sierra 

Nevada foothills and even some high values in Nevada.  A time series plot of Zlog in 

Figure 115 shows a couple of coastal stations, p242 and p210, with peak values about 

two standard deviations greater than normal.  Some of the moisture associated with the 

atmospheric river clearly penetrated into Nevada, however.  The site upsa, near Fallon, 

Nevada experienced a peak Zlog of about 1.4, occurring at approximately the same 

time as the peak at the coastal sites, even though the overall moistening was delayed 

with respect to them. 

 

Figure 114. NPWI at peak of atmospheric river 
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Figure 115. Zlog time series for a cross-section through the atmospheric river 
of January 2008 

6.7 Atmospheric River of February 22-23, 2009 

The atmospheric river of February 2009 had peak coastal precipitable water 

values of slightly more than 30 mm, recorded at coastal sites in Santa Barbara and San 

Luis Obisbo counties on February 22.  This appears to be slightly more than what is 

seen in the SSM/I image of Figure 116 and Figure 117.   
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Figure 116. Atmospheric river affecting California February 22, 2009 
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Figure 117. Close-up of February 2009 atmospheric river 

Figure 118 shows precipitable water from this atmospheric river penetrating 

Southern Nevada, while the actual physical values are not that large (15-22 mm), the 

NPWI does show a significant moistening in the Southern Nevada sites (Figure 119) 

over their normal values. 
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Figure 118. GPS precipitable water vapor image of the February 2009 
atmospheric river 
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Figure 119. Normalized precipitable water 

Here it’s easier to see a cluster of sites in southwestern Nevada that are 

substantially moistened above their typical values.  In Figure 120 we examine the time 

series of Zlog for four sites bbdm, linj, ratm and skul.  bbdm is in the coastal Southern 

California town of Solvang; linj is near the town of Lancaster in the high desert; ratm 

is in the Mojave Desert in Kern County; and skul is the Skull Mountain site in Nye 

County, Nevada. 

Prior to the landfall of the atmospheric river all of these sites show below 

normal precipitable water, which rapidly increases to values well above normal as the 

atmospheric river pushes inland. The results show Zlog rising first at bbdm and 

reaching a value of about 1.9 there, the inland California sites of linj and ramt peak 
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about half a day later and reach values of about 1.7, and the Nevada site skul peaks 

about 18 hours later with a value of about 1.5.  The progression of the atmospheric 

river moisture inland into Nevada is clearly shown in these time series, but like others 

it shows that the effects are diminished the farther you go inland.   

 

Figure 120. Zlog time series for a cross-section through the atmospheric river 
of February 2009 

6.8  Conclusions 

The GPS reanalysis-derived precipitable water measurements proved to be 

useful in extending the oceanically-confined water vapor images of the SSM/I family 

of satellites onto land.  SSM/I precipitable water values just offshore were comparable 
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to GPS precipitable water measurements onshore.  In addition, by examining new 

normalized measures of precipitable water that are less sensitive to elevation, the 

NPWI and Zlog, the moisture associated with the atmospheric rivers is clearly shown to 

penetrate inland as far as Nevada, but with diminished magnitude as it reaches beyond 

the first mountain range from the coast.  Examination of the largest precipitable water 

events during the time period 2003–2008 suggests that atmospheric rivers exert their 

greatest influence in the northern coastal regions. 
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Chapter 7 Summary and Future Directions 

7.1 Summary 

GPS zenith delay measurements are an increasingly important resource for 

meteorological and climatological investigations.  Thousands of fixed GPS sites have 

been deployed worldwide and their zenith delay measurements have been archived, so 

if values of station pressure and temperature can be obtained then it is straightforward 

to calculate the precipitable water from the delays. 

In Chapter 2 we demonstrated how the North American Regional Analysis can 

be used to accurately estimate the pressure and temperature at a GPS site, and from 

those, along with GPS zenith delays, a reasonably accurate estimate of 3-hourly 

precipitable water values can be obtained.  The precipitable water values for more than 

500 sites over the period 2003—2009 were calculated using this technique. The 

GPS/reanalysis-derived precipitable water records were compared to precipitable 

water obtained from nine NOAA-SuomiNet sites and correspond very closely (within 

5% in the slope of the linear fit), and would probably be closer except for a small 

number of outliers that appear to be connected with errors in the NOAA-SuomiNet 

values and not with the values calculated from NARR-derived pressure and 

temperature.  They have also been compared with radiosonde values for precipitable 

water and are found to correspond closely, within about 8% of the slope of the linear 

fit.  It is not surprising that the differences between the values produced by these two 

methods are greater, since they are two entirely different ways of measuring the 

precipitable water, and also because the GPS sites at which the precipitable water was 

derived are not co-located at the radiosonde sites. 
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In Chapter 3 we examined the annual and spatial variation of precipitable 

water across the region.  The scale height was found to vary seasonally between 2.4 

kilometers in winter and 3.1 kilometers in summer.  The spatial coherence of the 

precipitable water was investigated and it was found to decorrelate within about 1000 

kilometers on average during the summer and 1500 kilometers other seasons.  The 

correlation structure implies that the existing GPS sites are probably adequate for 

understanding the spatial variability, except perhaps in those regions with large 

elevation changes where there is consequently more horizontal variation also. For 

most sites the magnitude of the precipitable water showed a strong seasonal signal, 

peaking in summer and reaching its minimum in winter, although the seasonal 

variation was less pronounced in the north. 

In Chapter 4 the diurnal variation of precipitable water was examined.  It was 

found that there was a significant diurnal variation across much of the region, with the 

smallest variation in sites near the ocean.  The variation was largest in the summer, 

least in the winter, and with greatest values occurring in the afternoon. 

In Chapter 5 the onset and extent of the North American Monsoon within 

California and Nevada was investigated.  The statistical distribution of precipitable 

water showed a bimodal character for stations with strong monsoonal influence, those 

stations with strongest influence being located in the southeast portion of California. It 

was found that the monsoon had a longer duration and a stronger signal in southern 

areas.  The propagation of the monsoon onset could be detected in the sequential 
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precipitable water increase from site-to-site.  The decay of the monsoon was not as 

sharp and not as spatially unified as the onset. 

In Chapter 6 the precipitable water field associated with landfalling 

atmospheric rivers was examined.  While the influence of atmospheric river events 

could be seen at most sites, it was stronger near the coast and in the north.  This was 

determined both from the correspondence of days of greatest precipitable water and 

atmospheric river events, and also by examining transects across the region during 

atmospheric river events. 

7.2 Future Directions 

The techniques described in this document show promise in describing events 

and processes such as atmospheric rivers. Much could be learned from a more 

systematic analysis that considers several cases, perhaps using a longer record of GPS 

precipitable water than was employed here.  This analysis could be augmented using 

other datasets.  For example it should be possible to cast offshore SSM/I values for 

precipitable water in terms of normalized parameters also, and generate combined 

SSM/I and GPS precipitable water images.  Additionally it would be useful to 

determine whether precipitation forecasting could be improved by examining the 

correspondence between precipitable water and rainfall rate, perhaps associated with 

model values for vertical velocity [Carlson, 1998]. 

The most important problem in climate science today is that of climate change 

induced by greenhouse gas emissions and other human activities.  We have not 

directly addressed the problem of climate change in this study, partly because the time 
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period of our study is relatively short compared to the time scale of observable 

changes due to climate change.  However it still may be worthwhile to lay the 

groundwork for future studies because the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere is 

of critical importance to climate change. 

From the Clausius-Clapeyron equation one would naively expect that the water 

vapor content of the atmosphere should increase approximately 6% for each one 

Kelvin increase in temperature, and results from a variety of models [G. L. Stephens, 

1990; Graeme L. Stephens and Ellis, 2008; Trenberth et al., 2005; Wentz and Schabel, 

2000] and observations [Gaffen and Ross, 1999] find atmospheric water vapor 

increases closely following the Clausius-Clapeyron rate.  The global temperature has 

been rising at a rate of 0.13K 0.03 K  per decade [IPCC, 2007], so over the seven 

year period of this study an increase of temperature of about 0.09 K would be 

expected from the trend (ignoring short-term variability), resulting in an increase in 

precipitable water over the time period of only about 0.1 mm.  This is much less than 

error in our measurements, so we could not expect to detect this at any single site.  

Over longer time periods and examining the trends at many sites it may be possible to 

detect trends from global warming, and that is what [Nilsson and Elgered, 2008] have 

attempted to do, although they admit that the time period they looked at GPS 

precipitable water (10 years) is also too short for any positive results.  It is possible 

that we could find some GPS sites that have been in operation over a period as long as 

15 years, but not enough to give sufficient statistics to make a definitive case for 
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change in atmospheric water vapor content.  Nevertheless it could prove a fruitful 

approach in the future as GPS delay data accumulates. 
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Appendix. A GPS Sites 

  

Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

agmt 34.59 -116.43 1369 1 20125 BSk SE 

alam 37.36 -115.16 1115 2 19894 BWk ES 

alpp 34.82 -118.70 950 3 19517 BSk SE 

ana1 34.02 -119.36 59 4 19349 

aoa1 34.16 -118.83 282 5 11466 Csa SC 

apex 36.32 -114.93 788 6 18698 BWh ES 

argu 36.05 -117.52 1820 7 17028 BSk SE 

avry 34.47 -117.15 920 8 20181 BSk SE 

azry 33.54 -116.63 1297 9 18642 Csa SC 

azu1 34.13 -117.90 178 10 16035 Csa SC 

bamo 40.41 -117.21 1813 11 17444 BSk NE 

bar1 33.48 -119.03 52 12 18491 

bbdm 34.58 -119.98 240 13 19909 Csb SC 

bbry 34.26 -116.88 2081 14 20187 Csb SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

beat 37.04 -116.62 1423 15 18994 BSk SC 

bemt 34.00 -116.00 1405 16 19776 BSk SE 

bepk 35.88 -118.07 2499 17 18847 Csb SJ 

bgis 33.97 -118.16 38 18 19871 BSh SC 

bill 33.58 -117.07 502 19 19773 BSk SC 

bkap 35.29 -116.08 283 20 19388 BWh SE 

bkms 33.96 -118.10 46 21 20029 BSh SC 

blsa 33.80 -118.03 12 22 17691 BSk SC 

blyt 33.61 -114.72 119 23 19344 BWh SE 

bmhl 34.25 -116.05 754 24 20093 BWh SE 

bmry 33.96 -116.99 819 25 18941 Csa SC 

bran 34.18 -118.28 280 26 19558 Csa SC 

brib 37.92 -122.15 295 27 16606 Csb CC 

brpk 34.68 -118.58 1761 28 18791 Csa SE 

bsry 34.92 -117.01 645 29 20189 BWk SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

btdm 34.29 -118.19 711 30 17984 Csa SC 

bull 36.92 -116.87 1372 31 19819 BSk ES 

burn 42.78 -117.84 1199 32 19042 

bust 36.75 -116.45 1020 33 19679 BWk ES 

bvpp 35.16 -119.35 157 34 19541 BWh SJ 

cabl 42.84 -124.56 65 35 19741 

cact 33.66 -115.99 551 36 18711 BWh SE 

cand 35.94 -120.43 602 37 20013 Csa CC 

carh 35.89 -120.43 513 38 20134 Csa CC 

cat1 33.45 -118.48 40 39 15378 

cat2 33.31 -118.33 514 40 20013 

cbhs 34.14 -118.63 319 41 15173 Csa SC 

cccc 35.57 -117.67 844 42 19757 BWk SE 

ccco 33.88 -118.21 19 43 18575 BSk SC 

cccs 33.86 -117.87 67 44 19891 BSk SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

cdmt 34.83 -116.34 968 45 20069 BWh SE 

cgdm 34.24 -117.97 737 46 16404 Csa SC 

chab 37.72 -122.12 246 47 19349 Csb CC 

chil 34.33 -118.03 1599 48 18957 Csb SC 

chlo 36.75 -116.77 892 49 19948 BWk ES 

chms 34.64 -117.83 792 50 19739 BWk SE 

cho1 39.43 -121.67 45 51 14578 Csa SA 

cirx 34.11 -118.94 524 52 19821 Csb SC 

cit1 34.14 -118.13 249 53 19502 Csa SC 

cjms 34.31 -117.48 965 54 19734 Csb SE 

clar 34.11 -117.71 407 55 19550 Csa SC 

cmbb 38.03 -120.39 724 56 17242 Csa SJ 

cme1 40.44 -124.40 337 57 13250 

cmp9 34.35 -118.41 1171 58 19539 Csa SC 

cnpp 33.86 -117.61 334 59 19565 Csa SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

copr 34.41 -119.88 13 60 19763 

coso 35.98 -117.81 1484 61 17346 BSk SE 

cotd 33.73 -116.39 60 62 19755 BWh SE 

crat 36.81 -116.57 1000 63 19081 BWk ES 

crbt 35.79 -120.75 239 64 20061 BSk CC 

crfp 34.04 -117.10 721 65 19778 Csa SC 

crhs 33.82 -118.27 12 66 19060 BSk SC 

crrs 33.07 -115.74 -48 67 19925 BWh SE 

csci 34.17 -119.04 106 68 20077 Csb SC 

csdh 33.86 -118.26 27 69 19587 BSk SC 

csn1 34.25 -118.52 296 70 19390 Csa SC 

csst 34.41 -119.37 197 71 20045 Csb SC 

ctdm 34.52 -118.61 439 72 19997 Csa SC 

ctms 34.12 -116.37 998 73 19540 BSk SE 

cuhs 34.94 -119.67 669 74 19918 BSk SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

cvhs 34.08 -117.90 153 75 19086 Csa SC 

dam2 34.33 -118.40 617 76 15594 Csa SC 

dam3 34.33 -118.40 614 77 15041 Csa SC 

ddsn 43.12 -123.24 977 78 17941 

desc 32.83 -116.64 989 79 10601 Csa SC 

dhlg 33.39 -115.79 -49 80 18661 BWh SE 

diab 37.88 -121.92 1022 81 16508 Csa CC 

dshs 34.02 -118.35 33 82 19789 BSk SC 

dsme 33.04 -117.25 91 83 12929 BSk SC 

dssc 33.73 -116.71 1692 84 19661 Csb SE 

dvlw 33.66 -117.07 560 85 17656 BSk SC 

dvne 33.69 -116.99 541 86 17088 BSk SC 

dvpb 34.41 -117.86 1462 87 19945 Csb SE 

dyer 37.74 -118.04 1538 88 19652 BSk SC 

dyhs 33.94 -118.13 37 89 18067 BSh SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

ecfs 33.65 -117.41 834 90 19813 Csa SC 

echo 37.92 -114.26 1707 91 19585 BSk SC 

edpp 34.95 -118.83 412 92 19965 BSk SJ 

egan 39.35 -114.94 2018 93 19149 BSk NE 

elko 40.91 -115.82 2035 94 19692 Dsb NE 

elsc 34.03 -118.21 96 95 19287 Csa SC 

ewpp 34.10 -117.53 363 96 19821 Csa SC 

farb 37.70 -123.00 12 97 18766 

fgst 34.73 -120.01 939 98 18192 Csb SC 

fmtp 34.41 -118.89 397 99 19647 Csa SC 

fmvt 34.36 -118.88 652 100 20133 Csa SC 

fvpk 33.66 -117.94 24 101 19957 BSk SC 

fxhs 34.08 -118.36 68 102 19447 Csa SC 

fzhs 34.80 -118.89 1305 103 18191 Csb SJ 

gabb 38.97 -117.92 1574 104 19930 BSk SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

garl 40.42 -119.36 1663 105 18219 BSk NW 

ghrp 34.20 -117.40 661 106 11455 Csa SC 

glrs 33.27 -115.52 -15 107 19029 BWh SE 

gmpk 33.05 -114.83 625 108 18565 BWh SE 

gmrc 34.78 -115.66 1329 109 18107 BSh SE 

gnps 34.31 -114.19 263 110 18181 BWh SE 

gol2 35.43 -116.89 1017 111 14988 BWk SE 

gosh 40.64 -114.18 1578 112 20037 BSk NE 

gvrs 34.05 -118.11 189 113 19639 Csa SC 

hbco 33.78 -118.29 9 114 19310 BSk SC 

hcmn 34.75 -116.43 600 115 19509 BWh SE 

hivi 34.76 -117.80 963 116 19925 BSk SE 

hnps 33.71 -115.64 426 118 19189 BWh SE 

hogs 35.87 -120.48 796 119 19845 Csa CC 

hol3 34.46 -117.85 1271 120 19573 Csa SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

holp 33.92 -118.17 29 121 19710 BSh SC 

hopb 39.00 -123.08 383 122 15959 Csa NC 

hunt 35.88 -120.40 483 123 20077 Csa CC 

i40a 34.73 -115.91 797 124 12363 BWh SE 

iid2 32.71 -115.03 44 125 19661 BWh SE 

imps 34.16 -115.15 595 126 17357 BWh SE 

islk 35.66 -118.47 853 127 16571 BSk SJ 

ivco 32.83 -115.51 -19 128 12538 BWh SE 

jnpr 37.77 -119.09 2333 129 12475 Dsb SE 

john 36.46 -116.10 899 130 19818 BWk ES 

jplm 34.20 -118.17 457 131 20117 Csa SC 

kbrc 34.40 -119.01 405 132 18885 Csa SC 

kyvw 33.93 -116.17 1530 133 19580 BSk SE 

land 35.90 -120.47 602 134 19989 Csa CC 

lapc 34.18 -118.58 243 135 18861 Csa SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

lasc 33.93 -118.31 61 136 19491 BSk SC 

lbc1 33.83 -118.14 14 137 19662 BSk SC 

lbc2 33.79 -118.17 7 138 20014 BSk SC 

lbch 33.79 -118.20 8 139 19990 BSk SC 

ldes 34.27 -116.43 1009 140 20189 BSk SE 

ldsw 34.70 -116.21 672 141 19957 BWh SE 

leep 34.13 -118.32 520 142 19654 Csa SC 

lfrs 34.10 -118.41 182 144 20045 Csa SC 

lnco 36.36 -119.06 175 145 19025 BSk SE 

linj 34.66 -118.14 753 146 19630 BSk ES 

litt 36.75 -116.31 1084 147 19704 BWk SJ 

ljrn 34.81 -118.87 1454 148 18371 Csa SE 

ll01 34.49 -117.84 1037 149 19694 BSk SE 

llas 34.59 -117.84 844 150 18185 BWk SA 

lnc1 38.85 -121.35 36 151 18134 Csa SJ 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

lnmt 35.09 -116.94 1376 152 18085 BSk SE 

long 34.11 -118.00 108 153 19902 Csa SC 

lors 34.13 -117.75 482 154 19645 Csa SC 

lows 35.83 -120.59 462 155 19877 Csa CC 

lutz 37.29 -121.87 127 156 19711 Csb CC 

lvms 34.73 -119.10 1574 157 20086 Csb SJ 

lvwd 36.16 -115.19 660 158 13186 BWh ES 

masw 35.83 -120.44 747 159 19981 Csa CC 

mat2 33.86 -117.44 431 160 19762 BSk SC 

mdmt 42.42 -121.22 1732 161 18403 

merc 36.63 -115.98 1284 162 19894 BSk ES 

mhcb 37.34 -121.64 1293 163 18533 Csb CC 

mhms 33.94 -118.24 33 164 19286 BSk SC 

mida 35.92 -120.46 604 165 20005 Csa CC 

mine 40.15 -116.10 2095 166 13365 Dsb NE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

mins 37.65 -119.06 2801 167 99 Dsb SJ 

mjpk 33.71 -117.55 1561 168 19796 Csb SC 

mlfp 33.92 -117.32 506 169 20029 BSk SC 

mnmc 35.97 -120.43 1095 170 19973 Csa SJ 

modb 41.90 -120.30 1588 171 18196 Dsb SA 

monb 37.49 -121.87 783 172 19658 Csb CC 

monp 32.89 -116.42 1874 173 19509 Csb SE 

mpwd 34.30 -118.88 225 174 20173 Csa SC 

msob 34.23 -117.21 1765 175 20045 Csb SE 

mta1 34.06 -118.25 108 176 16262 Csa SC 

musb 37.17 -119.31 2070 177 18178 Csb SJ 

mvfd 33.21 -116.53 1222 178 19803 Csa SE 

nbps 34.51 -116.15 1130 179 14186 BWk SE 

ndap 34.77 -114.62 272 180 18851 BWh SE 

news 39.69 -117.51 1792 181 18726 Dfb NW 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

noco 33.92 -117.57 220 182 18366 BSk SC 

nopk 33.98 -118.35 69 183 19710 BSk SC 

nsss 32.58 -116.97 158 184 20003 BSk SC 

oeoc 33.77 -117.74 393 185 19692 Csa SC 

oghs 33.13 -117.04 218 186 15194 Csa SC 

ohln 38.01 -122.27 32 187 18386 Csb CC 

opbl 34.37 -115.92 1258 188 19973 BWh SE 

opcl 34.43 -116.31 1344 189 20141 BSk SE 

opcp 34.37 -116.08 1128 190 17869 BWh SE 

oprd 34.53 -116.29 1431 191 16116 BSk SE 

ores 34.74 -120.28 179 192 20095 Csb SC 

ormt 34.67 -116.82 1924 193 19429 BSk SE 

orvb 39.55 -121.50 367 194 18944 Csa SA 

ovls 34.33 -119.14 105 195 18893 Csb SC 

oxmt 37.50 -122.42 242 196 15302 Csb CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

oxyc 34.13 -118.21 244 197 19934 Csa SC 

p003 32.72 -114.01 84 198 10997 

p056 36.03 -119.06 134 199 11552 BSk SJ 

p058 40.88 -124.08 51 200 11795 Csb NC 

p060 41.00 -122.42 456 201 11907 Csa SA 

p061 42.97 -124.01 188 202 6103 

p066 32.62 -116.17 855 203 15539 SE 

p067 35.55 -121.00 141 204 17195 

p072 39.52 -116.74 2082 205 12331 Dfb NE 

p095 39.70 -119.54 1632 206 11427 Dsb NW 

p127 39.50 -119.60 1548 207 12299 Dsb NW 

p140 38.83 -120.69 1106 208 9574 Csa SA 

p145 41.36 -119.62 1776 209 9508 Dsb NW 

p146 39.34 -120.54 2371 210 8985 Csb SA 

p148 40.42 -120.81 1607 211 9635 Dsb NB 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p156 40.02 -123.91 519 212 10161 Csb NC 

p157 40.25 -124.31 727 213 10187 

p158 40.42 -124.11 904 214 15163 Csb NC 

p160 40.55 -124.13 125 215 13366 Csb NC 

p161 40.64 -124.21 63 216 12211 Csb NC 

p162 40.69 -124.24 24 217 15163 Csb NC 

p163 40.22 -124.06 456 218 10011 Csb NC 

p164 40.12 -123.69 1178 219 15345 Csb NC 

p165 40.25 -123.85 576 220 10179 Csb NC 

p166 40.44 -123.86 695 221 11883 Csb NC 

p167 40.54 -123.88 1051 222 11443 Csb NC 

p168 40.67 -123.88 1123 223 12067 Csb NC 

p169 40.79 -123.97 719 224 15875 Csb NC 

p170 40.88 -123.86 947 225 15931 Csb NC 

p175 36.43 -121.14 484 226 10363 Csa CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p181 37.91 -122.38 104 227 11691 

p183 38.31 -123.07 43 228 10211 

p187 39.35 -123.60 195 229 11683 Csb NC 

p189 38.99 -123.35 207 230 12235 Csa NC 

p190 39.24 -123.20 233 231 11963 Csa NC 

p196 38.30 -122.74 122 232 10402 Csb NC 

p197 38.43 -122.77 31 233 12235 Csb NC 

p198 38.26 -122.61 27 234 13382 Csb NC 

p199 38.26 -122.50 87 235 11803 Csb NC 

p200 38.24 -122.45 7 236 12323 Csb NC 

p206 38.78 -122.58 313 237 10115 Csa SA 

p208 39.11 -122.30 104 238 10739 Csa SA 

p210 36.82 -121.73 37 239 13219 

p212 36.96 -121.86 70 240 10507 CC 

p213 37.20 -121.99 199 241 12868 Csb CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p217 37.10 -121.65 105 242 13618 Csb CC 

p218 37.20 -121.71 115 243 12259 Csb CC 

p222 37.54 -122.08 86 244 12145 Csb CC 

p224 37.86 -122.22 439 245 13118 Csb CC 

p225 37.71 -122.06 149 246 12987 Csb CC 

p226 37.34 -121.83 38 247 10063 Csb CC 

p227 37.53 -121.79 739 248 10611 Csa CC 

p228 37.60 -121.69 431 249 11251 Csa CC 

p229 37.75 -121.98 322 250 12099 Csb CC 

p233 36.80 -121.42 230 251 9603 Csb CC 

p234 36.86 -121.59 126 252 9891 Csb CC 

p238 36.85 -121.45 78 253 10691 Csb CC 

p240 37.01 -121.54 58 254 12131 Csb CC 

p242 36.95 -121.46 48 255 14395 Csb CC 

p244 37.01 -121.36 91 256 11827 Csb CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p247 36.56 -121.19 602 257 10299 Csa CC 

p252 37.17 -121.06 73 258 11251 BSk SJ 

p255 37.58 -121.33 106 259 10627 BSk SJ 

p256 37.93 -121.61 2 260 13275 Csa SJ 

p257 37.76 -121.46 7 261 11803 BSk SJ 

p259 37.43 -121.10 36 262 12595 BSk SJ 

p260 37.71 -121.08 23 263 6776 BSk SJ 

p261 38.15 -122.22 150 264 15613 Csb NC 

p262 38.03 -122.10 23 265 13475 Csb CC 

p264 38.44 -122.20 262 266 13307 Csa SA 

p265 38.53 -121.95 39 267 11915 Csa SA 

p267 38.38 -121.82 14 268 12955 Csa SA 

p268 38.47 -121.65 7 269 13367 Csa SA 

p270 39.24 -122.06 17 270 12067 Csa SA 

p271 38.66 -121.72 12 271 15811 Csa SA 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p272 39.15 -121.94 17 272 11963 Csa SA 

p273 38.12 -121.39 5 273 11963 Csa SJ 

p274 38.28 -121.46 3 274 11963 Csa SJ 

p275 38.32 -121.22 25 275 9923 Csa SJ 

p276 38.65 -121.10 237 276 11627 Csa SJ 

p278 35.71 -121.06 500 277 16835 Csb CC 

p280 35.54 -120.35 510 278 10076 Csa CC 

p281 35.84 -120.39 417 279 13275 Csa CC 

p282 35.84 -120.35 428 280 13211 BSk CC 

p283 35.81 -120.29 468 281 14619 BSk CC 

p284 35.93 -120.91 546 282 14075 Csa CC 

p285 36.42 -120.98 838 283 9915 Csa CC 

p287 36.02 -120.70 643 284 13979 Csa CC 

p288 36.14 -120.88 431 285 11051 Csa CC 

p290 36.18 -120.73 1020 286 11019 Csa CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p294 36.12 -120.44 543 287 10063 BSk SJ 

p295 35.70 -120.84 617 288 17139 Csa CC 

p297 35.97 -120.55 662 289 10472 Csa CC 

p300 36.30 -120.28 171 290 14075 BSk SJ 

p301 36.81 -120.74 122 291 14468 BSk SJ 

p302 36.63 -120.62 156 292 12667 BSk SJ 

p303 37.05 -120.71 31 293 11971 BSk SJ 

p304 36.74 -120.36 50 294 15883 BSk SJ 

p305 37.35 -120.20 127 295 12757 Csa SJ 

p306 37.80 -120.64 113 296 9680 Csa SJ 

p307 36.95 -120.06 82 297 11979 BSk SJ 

p309 38.09 -120.95 72 298 11059 Csa SJ 

p312 39.53 -123.70 285 299 9771 Csb NC 

p313 39.55 -123.57 682 300 10003 Csb NC 

p314 39.69 -123.58 1282 301 15011 Csb NC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p317 39.91 -123.55 1148 302 9016 Csb NC 

p318 39.45 -123.37 624 303 9747 Csb NC 

p324 40.26 -123.66 539 304 10371 Csb NC 

p326 40.58 -123.70 1290 305 10267 Csb NC 

p332 40.55 -123.17 712 306 12243 Csb NC 

p338 40.75 -122.92 699 307 11224 Csb NC 

p341 40.65 -122.61 434 308 12267 Csa SA 

p344 39.93 -122.03 78 309 9603 Csa SA 

p345 40.27 -122.27 162 310 11691 Csa SA 

p348 40.91 -121.83 1693 311 11043 Csb SA 

p349 40.73 -122.32 302 312 11973 Csa SA 

p368 42.50 -123.38 344 313 6246 

p370 42.19 -122.66 579 314 6108 

p373 43.62 -123.33 193 315 12227 

p380 42.26 -121.78 1413 316 6563 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p388 42.47 -120.38 1426 317 6563 

p467 36.57 -118.09 1407 318 10872 BWk SE 

p470 34.46 -117.39 1023 319 13275 BSk SE 

p471 33.56 -117.54 209 320 11339 BSk SC 

p472 32.89 -117.11 172 321 14619 BSk SC 

p473 32.73 -116.95 222 322 14363 BSk SC 

p474 33.36 -117.25 216 323 15403 BSk SC 

p476 33.44 -117.19 343 324 13907 BSk SC 

p477 33.50 -117.11 367 325 12163 BSk SC 

p478 33.24 -117.07 404 326 15428 Csa SC 

p479 33.49 -116.78 1125 327 11867 Csa SC 

p480 32.98 -116.35 469 328 15419 BSk SE 

p482 33.24 -116.67 910 329 15511 Csa SC 

p483 33.06 -116.57 1407 330 15411 Csa SE 

p484 33.38 -116.62 1414 331 12917 Csa SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p485 33.21 -116.41 404 332 9987 BWh SE 

p486 33.26 -116.32 159 333 13979 BWh SE 

p491 33.57 -116.23 37 334 12083 BWh SE 

p494 32.76 -115.73 -10 335 12642 BWh SE 

p495 33.05 -115.63 -50 336 11895 BWh SE 

p496 32.75 -115.60 -6 337 10762 BWh SE 

p498 32.90 -115.57 -24 338 11987 BWh SE 

p499 32.98 -115.49 -40 339 11300 BWh SE 

p500 32.69 -115.30 14 340 11540 BWh SE 

p501 32.88 -115.40 -21 341 13475 BWh SE 

p502 32.98 -115.42 -32 342 11899 BWh SE 

p504 33.52 -115.77 117 343 12547 BWh SE 

p505 33.42 -115.69 -24 344 10819 BWh SE 

p506 33.08 -115.51 -49 345 12285 BWh SE 

p507 33.20 -115.61 -44 346 11075 BWh SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p508 33.25 -115.43 44 347 12051 BWh SE 

p509 32.89 -115.29 5 348 11204 BWh SE 

p511 33.89 -115.30 306 349 12060 BWh SE 

p514 35.01 -120.41 176 350 9827 Csb SC 

p515 34.87 -120.24 326 351 10123 Csb SC 

p516 35.11 -120.38 298 352 10675 Csb CC 

p523 35.30 -120.86 76 353 10875 Csb CC 

p526 35.64 -120.87 451 354 16830 Csb CC 

p527 35.75 -120.61 382 355 9547 Csa CC 

p528 35.33 -120.55 401 356 9371 Csb CC 

p529 35.44 -120.35 471 357 8819 Csa CC 

p530 35.62 -120.48 422 358 12851 Csa CC 

p532 35.63 -120.27 567 359 15019 Csb CC 

p533 35.75 -120.37 637 360 10435 Csa CC 

p536 35.28 -120.03 699 361 10475 BSk SJ 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p537 35.32 -119.94 616 362 10483 BSk SJ 

p539 35.70 -120.18 635 363 14043 Csa SJ 

p540 35.80 -120.13 427 364 11187 BSk SJ 

p541 35.69 -120.00 243 365 11651 BSk SJ 

p543 35.32 -119.71 578 366 9979 BSk SJ 

p544 35.73 -119.74 68 367 11611 BWk SJ 

p546 35.93 -120.16 669 368 11163 BSh SJ 

p547 35.93 -119.91 80 369 11603 BWk SJ 

p551 34.86 -119.16 1582 370 10499 Csb SJ 

p553 34.84 -118.88 1367 371 12267 Csa SJ 

p554 34.79 -118.85 1202 372 9531 Csa SJ 

p556 34.77 -118.55 885 373 11427 BSk SE 

p557 34.94 -118.66 1849 374 11139 Csb SJ 

p558 35.14 -118.61 1442 375 9819 Csa SJ 

p559 34.84 -118.62 960 376 11507 BSk SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p560 34.82 -118.54 870 377 12667 BSk SE 

p561 34.62 -118.40 1007 378 12189 Csa SE 

p562 34.98 -118.19 1273 379 15228 BSk SE 

p563 35.42 -119.42 91 380 11555 BWk SJ 

p565 35.74 -119.24 96 381 10923 BSk SJ 

p566 36.32 -119.23 110 382 11827 BSk SJ 

p567 35.42 -118.75 738 383 12771 BSh SJ 

p571 36.23 -118.77 943 384 11811 Csa SJ 

p576 35.67 -120.97 358 385 17099 Csb CC 

p577 34.30 -117.32 1031 386 12251 Csa SE 

p579 35.04 -118.01 866 387 10139 BSk SE 

p581 34.51 -117.73 1004 388 11578 BSk SE 

p583 34.99 -117.54 762 389 11899 BWk SE 

p584 33.89 -116.95 771 390 15539 Csa SE 

p586 34.53 -117.28 841 391 11915 BWk SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p588 34.79 -117.27 741 392 12971 BWk SE 

p591 35.15 -118.02 740 393 11947 BWk SE 

p594 35.90 -117.39 967 394 12611 BSk SE 

p600 33.87 -116.21 824 395 10579 BSh SE 

p601 33.96 -116.08 1274 396 10710 BSk SE 

p606 34.46 -116.88 894 397 11627 BWk SE 

p607 33.74 -115.82 991 398 10027 BWk SE 

p610 34.43 -115.76 376 399 10507 BWh SE 

p611 35.20 -115.65 1363 400 11019 BSk SE 

p612 34.19 -117.32 564 401 12075 Csa SE 

p615 35.20 -116.76 1026 402 10339 BWk SE 

p617 35.32 -116.57 918 403 9268 BWk SE 

p618 35.14 -116.10 294 404 11475 BWh SE 

p621 35.47 -115.54 1449 405 12259 BSk SE 

p622 35.16 -115.37 1554 406 12035 BSk SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

p623 34.19 -114.60 299 407 12686 BWh SE 

p626 35.29 -115.24 1472 408 11979 BSk SE 

p672 41.71 -121.51 1458 409 12187 Dsb NC 

p674 41.62 -121.49 1920 410 8851 Dsb NC 

pbpp 34.51 -117.92 934 411 20157 BSk SE 

perl 36.90 -116.69 1379 412 19934 BSk ES 

phlb 34.93 -117.69 918 413 20117 BSk SE 

pin1 33.61 -116.46 1288 414 19428 BSk SE 

pin2 33.61 -116.46 1290 415 18988 BSk SE 

pkdb 35.95 -120.54 623 416 18465 Csa CC 

pkrd 34.07 -118.23 166 417 20135 Csa SC 

pmhs 33.90 -118.15 25 418 12802 BSk SC 

pmob 33.36 -116.86 1694 419 19915 Csa SC 

poin 36.58 -116.12 944 420 19795 BWk ES 

pomm 35.92 -120.48 630 421 20125 Csa CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

potr 32.62 -116.59 763 422 10673 Csa SC 

ppbf 33.84 -117.18 461 423 18956 BSk SC 

psap 33.82 -116.49 119 424 18516 BWh SE 

psdm 34.09 -117.81 312 425 19004 Csa SC 

ptrb 38.00 -123.02 179 426 17281 

ptsg 41.78 -124.26 19 427 19139 

pve3 33.74 -118.40 107 428 19878 BSk SC 

pvhs 33.78 -118.37 296 429 20102 BSk SC 

pvrs 33.77 -118.32 96 430 20088 Csb SC 

qhtp 34.63 -118.25 895 431 15712 BSk SE 

raap 33.04 -116.92 428 433 13537 Csa SC 

rail 38.28 -115.67 1599 434 19783 BSk SC 

ramt 35.34 -117.68 1437 435 19926 BSk SE 

rca2 34.50 -119.72 1214 436 19989 Csb SC 

rdmt 34.64 -116.63 1814 437 19253 BSk SE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

rela 36.72 -116.55 867 438 19233 BWk ES 

repo 36.84 -116.47 1507 439 19280 BWk ES 

rhcl 34.02 -118.03 212 440 20061 Csa SC 

rnch 35.90 -120.53 872 441 19901 Csa CC 

rock 34.24 -118.68 588 442 19442 Csa SC 

rstp 34.88 -118.19 745 444 20181 BSk SE 

rths 34.09 -117.35 361 445 19910 BSh SC 

ruby 40.62 -115.12 1900 446 20122 Dfb NE 

ryan 36.32 -116.65 1315 447 19614 BWk SE 

saob 36.77 -121.45 393 448 18949 Csb CC 

sbcc 33.55 -117.66 123 449 20125 BSk SC 

sbrn 37.69 -122.41 30 450 17168 Csb CC 

scip 32.91 -118.49 490 451 17580 

sdhl 34.26 -116.28 866 452 19717 BWh SE 

sfdm 34.46 -118.76 326 453 19557 Csa SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

sghs 34.09 -118.11 114 454 16274 Csa SC 

sgps 33.91 -116.70 508 455 12434 BSk SE 

shin 40.59 -120.23 1400 456 20165 BSk NB 

shld 41.87 -119.02 1478 457 18905 BSk NW 

shos 35.97 -116.30 612 458 19476 BWh SE 

silk 34.10 -118.26 141 459 19895 Csa SC 

sio3 32.86 -117.25 70 460 18703 Csb SC 

sio5 32.84 -117.25 220 461 19883 Csb SC 

skul 36.73 -116.21 1264 462 19819 BWk ES 

skyb 34.44 -118.48 554 463 10875 Csa SC 

slms 33.29 -115.98 -12 465 19155 BWh SE 

smyc 36.32 -115.59 2588 466 12819 Dsb SC 

snhs 33.93 -117.93 101 467 18031 Csa SC 

sni1 33.25 -119.52 277 468 19854 

sodb 37.17 -121.93 1018 469 19680 Csb CC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

somt 34.32 -119.06 500 470 19869 Csb SC 

spk1 34.06 -118.65 475 471 19816 

spms 33.99 -117.85 241 472 19816 Csa SC 

stri 36.64 -116.34 1058 473 19771 BWk ES 

sutb 39.21 -121.82 645 474 15448 Csa SA 

svin 38.03 -122.53 4 475 16377 Csb NC 

tabl 34.38 -117.68 2259 476 19988 Csb SE 

tate 36.93 -116.57 1321 477 19787 BSk SC 

tblp 35.92 -120.36 971 478 19974 Csa CC 

thcp 35.16 -118.42 1683 479 18650 Csb SJ 

tibb 37.89 -122.45 11 480 18698 

tiva 36.93 -116.23 2061 481 19649 BSk SC 

tjrn 34.48 -120.13 193 482 20173 Csb SC 

tmap 33.64 -116.16 -34 483 18318 BWh SE 

toiy 39.54 -117.05 2321 484 19701 Dsb NE 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

tono 38.10 -117.18 2091 485 18897 BSk SC 

torp 33.80 -118.33 31 486 19599 Csb SC 

tost 34.25 -118.84 309 487 20045 Csa SC 

trak 33.62 -117.80 150 488 19878 Csb SC 

trnd 41.05 -124.15 108 489 19997 

troy 34.84 -116.53 645 490 19445 BWh SE 

tung 40.40 -118.26 1437 491 19277 BSk NW 

twms 33.97 -117.73 242 492 12466 Csa SC 

uclp 34.07 -118.44 147 493 19750 Csa SC 

ucsb 34.41 -119.84 26 494 18535 

upsa 39.63 -118.80 1257 495 19590 BSk NW 

usc1 34.02 -118.29 57 496 19637 BSh SC 

usgc 33.03 -116.09 167 497 19509 BWh SE 

uslo 35.31 -120.66 169 498 20197 Csb CC 

van1 34.83 -120.56 135 499 14890 Csb SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

vdcy 34.18 -118.22 352 500 19997 Csa SC 

vimt 34.13 -118.51 588 501 19205 Csa SC 

vnco 34.28 -119.24 62 502 19453 Csb SC 

vncx 34.29 -118.49 363 503 20053 Csa SC 

vnps 34.50 -118.12 994 504 19798 BSk SE 

vtis 33.71 -118.29 95 505 20141 

vyas 34.03 -117.99 91 506 20030 Csa SC 

wchs 34.06 -117.91 134 507 18693 Csa SC 

wgpp 35.01 -118.98 385 508 19989 BSk SJ 

whc1 33.98 -118.03 129 509 19814 Csa SC 

whyt 33.67 -117.64 299 510 19990 Csa SC 

widc 33.93 -116.39 477 511 19267 BWh SE 

wkpk 34.57 -118.74 1242 512 19685 Csa SC 

wlsn 34.23 -118.06 1738 513 19285 Csa SC 

wmap 34.26 -118.41 302 514 19718 Csa SC 
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Site Latitude Longitude 
Elevation 
(meters) 

Site 
number 

Total 
obs. Class 

Climate 
Division 

wnra 34.04 -118.06 75 515 20031 Csa SC 

womt 34.67 -116.93 1384 516 18656 BSk SE 

wrhs 33.96 -118.43 44 517 19824 BSk SC 

wwmt 33.96 -116.65 828 518 17327 BSk SE 

ybhb 41.73 -122.71 1089 519 19418 Csb NC 
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Appendix. B Scatterplot Comparisons 

 

Figure 121. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site cnpp and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 122. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site echo and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 123. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site p056 and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 124. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site p058 and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 125. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site p066 and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 126. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site p349 and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 127. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site p499 and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 128. Scatter plot of reanalysis derived GPS PW plotted against 
NOAA PW for the site tono and calendar year 2009. 
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Figure 129. Scatterplot comparing radiosondes measurements of 
precipitable water at Vandenberg  with interpolated GPS measurements 
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Figure 130. Scatterplot comparing radiosondes measurements of 
precipitable water at Oakland  with interpolated GPS measurements 
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Figure 131. Scatterplot comparing radiosondes measurements of 
precipitable water at Reno  with interpolated GPS measurements 
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Figure 132. Scatterplot comparing radiosondes measurements of 
precipitable water at Desert Rock (Nevada Test Site)  with interpolated 

GPS measurements 
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Appendix. C Mean Daily Precipitable Water Plots 
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Figure 133. Daily mean precipitable water for sites agmt through beat 
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Figure 134. Daily mean precipitable water for sites bemt through btdm 
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Figure 135. Daily mean precipitable water for sites bull through cdmt 
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Figure 136. Daily mean precipitable water for sites cgdm through copr 
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Figure 137. Daily mean precipitable water for sites coso through cvhs 
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Figure 138. Daily mean precipitable water for sites dam2 through ecfs 
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Figure 139. Daily mean precipitable water for sites echo through garl 
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Figure 140. Daily mean precipitable water for sites ghrp through holp 
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Figure 141. Daily mean precipitable water for sites hopb through holp 
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Figure 142. Daily mean precipitable water for sites lbc1 through lnmt 
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Figure 143. Daily mean precipitable water for sites long through mins 
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Figure 144. Daily mean precipitable water for sites mjpk through noco 
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Figure 145. Daily mean precipitable water for sites nopk through oxyc 
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Figure 146. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p003 through p156 
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Figure 147. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p157 through p181 
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Figure 148. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p183 through p217 
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Figure 149. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p218 through p247 
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Figure 150. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p252 through p272 
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Figure 151. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p273 through p294 
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Figure 152. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p295 through p317 
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Figure 153. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p318 through p388 
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Figure 154. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p467 through p485 
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Figure 155. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p486 through p508 
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Figure 156. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p509 through p537 
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Figure 157. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p539 through p560 
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Figure 158. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p561 through p588 
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Figure 159. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p591 through p623 
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Figure 160. Daily mean precipitable water for sites p626 through potr 
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Figure 161. Daily mean precipitable water for sites ppbf through rela 
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Figure 162. Daily mean precipitable water for sites repo through sghs 
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Figure 163. Daily mean precipitable water for sites sgps through somt 
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Figure 164. Daily mean precipitable water for sites spk1 through tono 
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Figure 165. Daily mean precipitable water for sites torp through vdcy 
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Figure 166. Daily mean precipitable water for sites vimt through wnra 
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Figure 167. Daily mean precipitable water for sites womt through ybhb 
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Appendix. D Computer Algorithms Used in this Study 

The GPS delay data is stored on the machine garner.ucsd.edu in the directory 

pub/solutions/regional/yyyy/ddd*, where yyyy is the year and ddd is the day of the 

year and * is a letter (there may be multiple directories for that day) .  The files that 

are needed have the name o*a.ddd.Z, where * represents a number of characters.  Each 

year contains about 15GB of data, but most of this would not be used and the archive 

in some form goes back to 1992. 

A cshell script (proc_gps_3_watervap.scr) performs several different tasks 

related to these files.  First the files are decoded with the program o2pw.pl (a Perl 

program) which can generate an output file corresponding to each GPS site contained 

in the .Z archive file.  The sites contained in each .Z file may change with time.  If a 

file with meteorological data existed for a site, then the output file generated by o2pw 

would generate the wet delay and integrated water vapor directly, otherwise it will 

generate a file with the total zenith delay for each site for every hour, and NaNs for 

dry delay, wet delay and IWV.  After processing, the GPS output files take up about 

3.5MB/day. 

The GPS output files then need to be put in a form where they can be 

processed and so another program in the language IDL is called by the script to 

separate each hour’s worth of delays and write a separate file for it.  These files are 

processed with the program narrgps.ncl, which generates a file of precipitable water 

values for each date and time as output, as well as  a contoured plot of precipitable 

water. 
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;************************************************* 
; narrgps.ncl 
;************************************************* 
; 
;  
; This example reads in station data represented by 
; 1D arrays, and generates a filled contour plot 
; via the triangular mesh capability in NCL. 
; 
;Need to load in some libraries we'll need for the program 
 
load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/csm/gsn_code.ncl" 
load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/csm/gsn_csm.ncl" 
load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/csm/contributed.ncl" 
load "$NCARG_ROOT/lib/ncarg/nclscripts/csm/shea_util.ncl" 
 
 
begin 
; 
; Data is stored in four columns:  station_name  lat  lon  Zenith delay 
; 
 
; 
; Read in each row as a single string, and then convert to a character 
; array so we can parse it. 
; 
; Loop over all days of the year 
; NCL indices start at 0 
 
do j = 0,364 
  dayofyear = j+1 
 
  ;The following is some overly complicated code to convert day-of-year into 
  ;months and days 
   
  if (dayofyear .gt. 9) .and. (dayofyear .lt. 100) then 
    addstr = "0" 
  else 
    addstr = "" 
  end if 
  if (dayofyear .le. 9) then  
    addstr = "00" 
  end if 
print(addstr) 
  dayofyear_f = dayofyear +0.0 
  dayofyear_str = flt2string(dayofyear_f) 
  strs = (/addstr, dayofyear_str/) 
  delayday = str_concat(strs) 
 print(delayday) 
   
  if (dayofyear .le. 31) then  
    month = "01" 
    day_month = dayofyear 
  end if 
  if (dayofyear .ge. 32) .and. (dayofyear .le. 59) then 
    month = "02" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 31 
  end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 60) .and. (dayofyear .le. 90) then 
    month = "03" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 59 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 91) .and. (dayofyear .le. 120) then 
    month = "04" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 90 
 end if 
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 if (dayofyear .ge. 121) .and. (dayofyear .le. 151) then 
    month = "05" 
    day_month = dayofyear -120 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 152) .and. (dayofyear .le. 181) then 
    month = "06" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 151 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge.182) .and. (dayofyear .le. 212) then 
    month = "07" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 181 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 213) .and. (dayofyear .le. 243) then 
    month = "08" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 212 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 244) .and. (dayofyear .le. 273) then 
    month = "09" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 243 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 274) .and. (dayofyear .le. 304) then 
    month = "10" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 273 
 end if 
 if (dayofyear .ge. 305) .and. (dayofyear .le. 334) then 
    month = "11" 
    day_month = dayofyear -304 
 end if 
   if (dayofyear .ge. 335) then  
    month = "12" 
    day_month = dayofyear - 334 
  end if 
 if(day_month .le. 9) then 
  dm_addstr = "0" 
 else 
  dm_addstr = "" 
 end if 
dom = flt2string(day_month) 
dom_strs = (/dm_addstr, dom/) 
dayofmonth = str_concat(dom_strs) 
 
;hour = 

(/"00","01","02","03","04","05","06","07","08","09","10","11","12","13","14","15","16"
,"17","18","19","20","21","22"/) 

hour = (/"00","03","06","09","12","15","18","21"/) 
 
;We can now read the delay file and the appropriate North American Regional 
;Reanalysis (NARR) file for the corresponding time 
 
do k=0,7 
  delayfile = 

"/home/jmeans/gps/data/dat2010/delays/gps_wpath_2010"+delayday+".txt_"+hour(k)+"Z.txt" 
  narrfile = "/home/jmeans/NARR/2010/narr-

a_221_2010"+month+dayofmonth+"_"+hour(k)+"00_000.grb" 
  data  = asciiread(delayfile, -1, "string")    ; -1 means read all rows. 
  cdata = stringtochar(data) 
; 
; 
;  
; 
  stacode = str_get_field(data(1::), 1," ") 
;print(stacode) 
  stalat = stringtofloat(str_get_field(data(1::), 2," ")) 
;print(stalat) 
  gpslon = stringtofloat(str_get_field(data(1::), 3," ")) 
;print(gpslon) 
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  staelev = stringtofloat(str_get_field(data(1::), 4," ")) 
  delay = stringtofloat(str_get_field(data(1::), 5," ")) 
  rank = dimsizes(stacode) 
  numsta = rank(0 
   
  ;Negative delays corresponding to missing values and we don't want to use 

them 
  ;if they're all missing, move along 
   
negdelayind = ind(delay .lt. 0) 
print(negdelayind) 
ranknegdelay = dimsizes(negdelayind) 
numneg = ranknegdelay(0) 
print(numneg) 
if (numneg .eq. numsta) then 
  delete(delay) 
  delete(negdelayind) 
  delete(ranknegdelay) 
  delete(numneg) 
  continue 
end if 
 
; We need the acceleration of gravity and gas law constant 
g0 = 9.81 
R = 287 
 
; Now we read the NARR file, specifically the 700-1000 mb heights, sea level 
; pressure, and surface temperature 
 
f=addfile(narrfile,"r") 
lat = f->gridlat_221 
;print(lat) 
lon = f->gridlon_221 
;print(lon) 
slp = f->PRMSL_221_MSL 
hgt1000 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({1000}.,:,:) 
hgt975 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({975},:,:) 
hgt950 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({950},:,:) 
hgt925 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({925},:,:) 
hgt900 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({900},:,:) 
hgt875 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({875},:,:) 
hgt850 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({850},:,:) 
hgt825 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({825},:,:) 
hgt800 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({800},:,:) 
hgt775 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({775},:,:) 
hgt750 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({750},:,:) 
hgt725 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({725},:,:) 
hgt700 = f->HGT_221_ISBL({700},:,:) 
surftmp = f->TMP_221_SFC 
 
sfctmp = surftmp(:,:) 
;print(sfctmp) 
mslp = slp(:,:) 
Z1000 = hgt1000(:,:) 
Z975 = hgt975(:,:) 
Z950 = hgt950(:,:) 
Z925 = hgt925(:,:) 
Z900 = hgt900(:,:) 
Z875 = hgt875(:,:) 
Z850 = hgt850(:,:) 
Z825 = hgt825(:,:) 
Z800 = hgt800(:,:) 
Z775 = hgt775(:,:) 
Z750 = hgt750(:,:) 
Z725 = hgt725(:,:) 
Z700 = hgt700(:,:) 
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;print(Z700) 
 
  
; Create some variables we need PW calculation 
 
;stalon = 360+gpslon 
stalon = gpslon 
stapress = new(numsta,float) 
metmsl = new(numsta,float) 
Tm = new(numsta,float) 
kappa = new(numsta,float) 
ZWD = new(numsta,float) 
PWV = new(numsta,float) 
;PW = new(numsta,float) 
;print(stalat) 
;print(stalon) 
;print(lat) 
;print(lon) 
 
; rcmpoints is an NCL routine that we use to interpolate NARR values to GPS 

site 
 
metmsl = rcm2points(lat,lon,mslp,stalat,stalon,1) 
met1000 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z1000,stalat,stalon,1) 
met975 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z975,stalat,stalon,1) 
met950 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z950,stalat,stalon,1) 
met925 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z925,stalat,stalon,1) 
met900 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z900,stalat,stalon,1) 
met875 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z875,stalat,stalon,1) 
met850 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z850,stalat,stalon,1) 
met825 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z825,stalat,stalon,1) 
met800 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z800,stalat,stalon,1) 
met775 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z775,stalat,stalon,1) 
met750 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z750,stalat,stalon,1) 
met725 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z725,stalat,stalon,1) 
met700 = rcm2points(lat,lon,Z700,stalat,stalon,1) 
;print(met700) 
mettmp= rcm2points(lat,lon,sfctmp,stalat,stalon,1) 
;print(mettmp) 
 
; We need to calculate the mean atmospheric temperature at the site 
 
Tm = 70.2 + 0.72*mettmp 
kappa = 1e6/(4.61*(3.776e5/Tm + 17.)) 
 
;==============================================================================

=============== 
;Now we compute the station pressure at each site by looking at its elevation 

.and. then 
;then determining what pressure levels it falls between.  For those levels we 

can use the 
;hypsometric equation where we use a custom scale height determined from the 

height of those levels 
;Once we have the custom H we can solve for the pressure at the site by using 

the hypsometric 
;equation again with that H 
 
;If the elevation is below sea level we just use the 1000mb height 
 
do i=0,numsta-1 ;lat = stringtofloat(charactertostring(cdata(0:,5:11))) 
  ;lon = stringtofloat(charactertostring(cdata(0:,15:23))) 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met1000(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met975(i)) then  
  H=(met975(i)-met1000(i))/.025318 
  stapress(i)=1000*exp((met1000(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
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 if (staelev(i) .gt. met975(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met950(i)) then  
  H=(met950(i)-met975(i))/.025975 
  stapress(i)=975*exp((met975(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met950(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met925(i)) then  
  H=(met925(i)-met950(i))/.026668 
  stapress(i)=950*exp((met950(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met925(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met900(i)) then  
  H=(met900(i)-met925(i))/.027399 
     stapress(i)=925*exp((met925(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met900(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met875(i)) then  
  H=(met875(i)-met900(i))/.028171 
  stapress(i)=900*exp((met900(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met875(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met850(i)) then  
  H=(met850(i)-met875(i))/.028988 
  stapress(i)=875*exp((met875(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met850(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met825(i)) then  
  H=(met825(i)-met850(i))/.029853 
  stapress(i)=850*exp((met850(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met825(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met800(i)) then  
  H=(met800(i)-met825(i))/.030772 
  stapress(i)=825*exp((met825(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met800(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met775(i)) then  
  H=(met775(i)-met800(i))/.031749 
  stapress(i)=800*exp((met800(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met775(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met750(i)) then  
  H=(met750(i)-met775(i))/.032790 
  stapress(i)=775*exp((met775(i)-staelev(i))/H) 
 end if 
 
 if (staelev(i) .gt. met750(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .lt. met700(i)) then  
  stapress(i)=750-((met750(i)-staelev(i))/(met700(i)-

met750(i)))*100 
 end if 
 if (staelev(i) .lt. met1000(i)) 
  stapress(i)=metmsl(i)*exp(-g0*staelev(i)/(R*mettmp(i)))/100. 
 end if 
; if (staelev(i) .lt. met1000(i)) .and. (staelev(i) .gt. 0) then  
;  stapress(i)=metmsl(i)*exp(-g0*staelev(i)/(R*mettmp(i)))/100. 
; end if 
; if (staelev(i) .lt. 0) then  
;  H=met1000(i)/0.01316299 
;  stapress(i)=metmsl(i)*exp(-staelev(i)/H)/100. 
; end if 
 
end do 
 
;============================================================================== 
;The following section is diagnostic and is used to calculate the altimeter 

reading 
; at a GPS site to see whether or not it's reasonable 
 
aexp = 0.190284 
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A = 1013.25^aexp*.0065/288 
altim = 0.02953*(stapress-0.3)*(1+A*(staelev/(stapress-0.3)^aexp))^(1/aexp) 
print(altim) 
print(stacode) 
print(metmsl) 
print(Tm) 
print(kappa) 
print(stapress) 
print(delay) 
 
;==============================================================================

== 
 
  
do i=0,numsta-1 
 ZWD(i) = delay(i)/1000. - 1e-6*77.6*R*stapress(i)/g0 
 PWV(i) = kappa(i)*ZWD(i) 
end do 
print(ZWD) 
print(PWV) 
 
PWV@_FillValue = -999 
PWV = where(PWV.ge.0,PWV,PWV@_FillValue) 
iPWV = ind(.not.ismissing(PWV)) 
 
PW = PWV(iPWV)  
print(PW)  
 
; The following section plots contoured PW on a map using the NCL routine 
; gsn_csm_contour_map 
 
dayandtime = "Day " + delayday + "_" + hour(k) + "Z_2010" 
; 
; 
 
  delete(data)        ; Remove arrays we don't need anymore. 
  delete(cdata)    
   
  tlat1 = 60.0 
  tlat2 = 30.0 
  clon  = -120 
  clat  =  37 
 
  plotfile = "/home/jmeans/gps/data/2010/plots/"+delayday+hour(k)+"_2010" 
print(plotfile) 
  wks = gsn_open_wks("ps",plotfile) 
  gsn_define_colormap(wks,"rainbow") 
  ;gsn_reverse_colormap(wks) 
 
  res                             = True 
  res@gsnFrame                    = False   ; So we can draw markers 
  res@gsnMaximize                 = True 
 
  res@gsnSpreadColors             = True 
  res@gsnSpreadColorEnd           = 190 
  res@pmTickMarkDisplayMode       = "Always" 
 
  res@trGridType                  = "TriangularMesh"    ; The default if you 
                                                        ; have 1D data 
 
  res@cnLineLabelPlacementMode    = "Constant" 
  res@cnLineDashSegLenF           = 0.3 
 
  res@cnLevelSelectionMode        = "ManualLevels" 
  res@cnMinLevelValF              = 0         ; 15.25 
  res@cnMaxLevelValF              = 50  ; 49.75 
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  res@cnLevelSpacingF             = 0.25 
 
  res@cnFillOn                    = True 
  res@cnLinesOn                   = False 
  res@cnLineLabelsOn              = True 
  res@cnLevelFlags    = new(139,"string") 
  res@cnLevelFlags(:)    = "NoLine" 
  res@cnLevelFlags(0::20)         = "LineAndLabel" 
 
  res@lbLabelStride               = 20   
  res@lbBoxLinesOn                = False 
  strs = (/"GPS PWV (mm)     ",dayandtime/) 
  MainTitle = str_concat(strs) 
  res@tiMainString                = MainTitle 
 
  res@sfXArray                    = gpslon(iPWV) 
  res@sfYArray                    = stalat(iPWV) 
 
  res@mpProjection                = "LambertConformal" 
  res@mpLambertParallel1F         = tlat1 
  res@mpLambertParallel2F         = tlat2 
  res@mpLambertMeridianF          = clon 
 
  res@mpLimitMode                 = "LatLon" 
  res@mpMinLatF                   = 32 
  res@mpMinLonF                   = -124 
  res@mpMaxLatF                   = 42 
  res@mpMaxLonF                   = -115 
 
  res@gsnPaperOrientation = "auto"           
  res@gsnMaximize         = True        ; must include w/ Paper Orientation 
   
 
  res@mpFillOn                    = False 
  res@mpOutlineDrawOrder          = "PostDraw" 
  res@mpFillDrawOrder             = "PreDraw" 
  ;res@mpOutlineBoundarySets       = "GeophysicalAndUSStates" 
  res@mpUSStateLineColor          = "Gray10" 
  res@mpUSStateLineDashPattern    = 2 
  res@mpOutlineBoundarySets       = "AllBoundaries" ; Draw county lines. 
 
 
; 
; Draw the map (frame won't get advanced because gsnFrame was set to False). 
; 
;PWV@_FillValue = -999 
;PWV = where(PWV.ge.0,PWV,PWV@_FillValue) 
;iPWV = ind(.not.ismissing(PWV)) 
 
;PW = PWV(iPWV)  
;print(PW)  
map = gsn_csm_contour_map(wks,PW,res) 
 
; 
; Draw markers on the plot in the lat/lon locations. 
; 
  mkres               = True 
  mkres@gsMarkerIndex = 17     ; Filled circle 
  mkres@gsMarkerSizeF = 0.01 
  mkres@txFontHeightF = 0.01 
 
 
 ;gsn_text(wks,map,sprintf("%4.2f",PWV),gpslon,gpslat,mkres) 
 ;gsn_text(wks,map,PWV,gpslon,gpslat,mkres) 
  ;gsn_text(wks,map,"SD",-117.15,32.72,mkres) 
  ;gsn_text(wks,map,"EC",-115.56,32.79,mkres) 
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  ;gsn_text(wks,map,"RIV",-117.40,33.95,mkres) 
  ;gsn_text(wks,map,"PS",-116.55,33.88, mkres) 
; Add time stamp. 
; 
 ; infoTimeStamp(wks,0.015,"") 
 
  frame(wks)   ; Now advance the frame. 
; Write PW for all sites to a file corresponding to each day and time 
 
outfile = "/home/jmeans/gps/data/2010/outfiles/"+delayday+hour(k)+"_2010.out" 
print(outfile) 
;asciiwrite(outfile, stacode(ind(PWV.ge.0))    +"      " \ 
;          +sprintf("%7.4f", stalat(ind(PWV.ge.0))) +"     " \ 
;          +sprintf("%8.3f", gpslon(ind(PWV.ge.0))) +"      " \ 
;          +sprintf("%7.4f", PWV(ind(PWV.ge.0)))) 
 
asciiwrite(outfile, stacode(iPWV)    +"      " \ 
          +sprintf("%7.4f", stalat(ind(PWV.ge.0))) +"     " \ 
          +sprintf("%8.3f", gpslon(iPWV)) +"      " \ 
          +sprintf("%7.4f", PWV(iPWV))) 
 
; Delete variables so that we can the next iteration fresh 
 
delete(iPWV) 
delete(PW) 
delete(res) 
delete(delay) 
delete(negdelayind) 
delete(ranknegdelay) 
delete(numneg) 
end do 
end do 
end 

 

Another version of this program is used for processing of hourly delays, in 

which the 3-hourly NARR files are interpolated to be hourly. 

An IDL program was used to read the delays for every site from every date and 

time (2003-2009 for 3-hourly, 2003-2008 for hourly) and generate a single array in 

which the first index of the array corresponds to the GPS site, the next corresponds to 

the year, the next to the day of the year and the last to the hour of the day.  This matrix 

was exported to a binary file that could be read by Matlab as well. 

Another very useful program that was created for this study is a Matlab GUI 

program call PWfft_timeseries2.  This program allows you to examine the GPS 

precipitable water time series at any of the GPS sites, over any time period of whole 
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days from January 1, 2003 to December 31, 2009.  The time series can be displayed 

with or without missing data, and the program also allows you to Fourier transform the 

time series shown in order to generate a periodogram.  Optionally the periodogram can 

be averaged over 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 frequency bins, in order to improve the signal-to-

noise ratio of the periodogram. 

 

Figure 168. Screen shot of PWfft_timeseries2 
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Appendix. E Real-time GPS Processing for Blasker Foundation 

The main body of this thesis is concerned with using GPS zenith delay data 

that has been archived in conjunction with NARR data to calculate GPS precipitable 

water data in order to study climate as well as meteorological events after they have 

occurred; while such an approach may give insight into future forecasts, it is of no 

practical value for present day forecasting, since the precipitable water fields being 

examined may be months or years in the past.  Such an approach was necessary 

because zenith delay data from most GPS sites is only available several days after it 

was observed, due to processing and bandwidth constraints.  Furthermore it may be a 

month or more after a particular date before NARR data becomes available. 

In recent years, however, more and more real-time GPS sites are becoming 

available, streaming data at rates of 1 Hz or higher.  The California Real Time 

Network (CRTN, http://sopac.ucsd.edu/projects/realtime/) is a network of such GPS 

stations intended for early warning of natural hazards using precise real-time GPS.  

While earthquake early warning is normally thought of as the primary goal of CRTN, 

it was also hoped that real-time precipitable water measurements could lead to 

improved flood forecasting. 

During the 2008–2009 time period a project was undertaken under a grant 

from the Blasker Foundation to demonstrate the ability to process real-time GPS 

delays in conjunction with hourly Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) analyses in order to 

calculate precipitable water at a number of sites in Southern California.  Once the 

calculations were done, a map of contoured precipitable water data would be prepared 
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and uploaded to a web site where it would be available to interested researchers, 

National Weather Service forecasters, and the general public. 

In actual practice the CRTN data was downloaded to a local personal computer 

at the Institute of Geophysics and Planetary Physics (IGPP), and the data was 

processed to generate zenith delay information using the RTD commercial software 

from Geodetics Inc.  A Java utility on an external machine read the 1 Hz delay data 

from the computer at IGPP, and that data would be averaged over a 10 minute time 

period prior to each hour. 

For the station temperature and pressure necessary for the precipitable water 

calculation, a method exactly analogous to that described in Chapter 2 was used, but 

instead of interpolation of the 3-hourly 32 km resolution NARR analyses, the 13 km 

hourly RUC analyses were used.  While no systematic analysis was done during the 

limited time of the grant, values were compared with radiosondes precipitable water at 

the Miramar (NKX) site and were found to be comparable, and measurements at other 

sites were found to be physically reasonable. 

Figure 82 shows the type of images produced by the real-time GPS analysis.  

Precipitable water values are shaded, and the calculated precipitable water value for 

each real-time GPS site is shown on the map.  No normalization is made for elevation, 

so as is typical for precipitable water images higher elevations will have lower values 

of precipitable water. 
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Figure 169. Map on left shows precipitable water values in  millimeters over 
Southern California on July 25, 2009, with values generally above 30 mm 
over the region with values exceeding 40 mm in the eastern deserts; image 
on the right shows the next day, with significantly lower values over the 

desert regions. 

The two images showed maps of precipitable water vapor (PWV) on 

consecutive summer days, the first day with numerous thunderstorms in the San Diego 

County mountains and deserts and next day with no thunderstorms at all.  The GPS 

precipitable water data showed a dramatic decrease on the second day, which could 

have improved forecasting ability had it been available in real-time.  Here is how Lead 

Forecaster Mark Moede of the National Weather Service office in San Diego 

described the situation, which proved a dilemma for forecasters: 

 
It clearly highlights the dramatic dropoff in PW's from Saturday 

to Sunday. At our office this weekend, we were going back and forth 
on Sunday's mountain and desert thunderstorm chances. Storms fired 
Saturday, but not on Sunday. The interesting thing about Sunday is the 
Cu started bubbling fairly early in the day, and it looked like isolated 
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storms would develop. But the towers stopped building and no storms 
formed. It certainly was hot enough, but dry air entrainment looks like 
it was the limiting factor. 

The project was discontinued at the end of the grant period due to inadequate 

support, but this project demonstrated that real-time GPS precipitable water could be 

easily provided if given a modest amount of hardware and software support.  Since the 

project ended many more real-time GPS sites have been installed as a part of the 

CRTN program, so real-time GPS precipitable water could be extended to include 

essentially all of California.  Similar real-time networks exist in other areas, such as 

the Pacific Northwest, and could presumably be used in the same way. 
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